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An anti-gay slogan was found on 
Sept. 12 in a bathroom near the Rain-
bow Lounge in Walker Memorial. 
The incident is the most recent in a 
year-long series of anti-gay graffiti 
that has appeared in the same place on 
campus. The Rainbow Lounge houses 
student groups addressing lesbian, bi-
sexual, gay, and transgendered issues 
as well as a library of LBGT-related 
literature and films. 

The slogan started with the sen-
tence: “Homosexuality may be politi-
cally correct, but it will never be BIO-
LOGICALLY correct,” and proceeded 
to graphically describe homosexual 
sexual acts, ending with, “Small won-
der that’s a prime vector for contract-
ing AIDS. Enjoy.....”

MIT Police have increased patrols 
in the affected areas but will have to 
catch an offender in the act to open an 
investigation, said Police Chief John 
DiFava.

James A. Nadeau G, who reported 
the Sept. 12 incident, said that the slo-

gan was written at the top of a black-
board in the basement men’s bathroom 
in Walker and would have required a 
chair to reach. He said that this made 
him think that someone “really, really 
wanted to write it.” 

Sylvain Bruni G, vice-president of 
the Rainbow Lounge, said that such 
writings had been found in the same 
bathroom for over a year. He said that 
he believed they were all written by the 
same person, since it always seemed to 
be in the same style and handwriting. 
He also said that he has never seen this 
sort of writing anywhere else.

Bruni said that he personally did 
not feel threatened by the writings. 
However, he said that he can under-
stand how intimidating this message 
would be to others who are looking 
to MIT for acceptance. “It is outra-
geous,” he said, and it could affect 
others “really deeply.”

Recent incidents not typical
The slogans found in the Walker 

By Kevin Der
ARTS EDITOR

Explosive laughter from alumni and 
students filled 10-250 while an amused 
voice with a Russian accent revealed 

his secret card-
playing schemes 
that earned him 
millions of dol-

lars. “At one point I had a casino con-
vinced that I was an arms dealer. That 

was one of my favorites,” he said. 
These words came from the 

mouth of Semyon Dukach SM ’93, 
who once walked the halls of the 
Laboratory for Computer Science 
like countless others. But while 
many graduates’ claims to fortune 
are through technology startups (Du-
kach himself has founded three), this 
MIT grad’s fame was accomplished 
by doing the impossible – taking mil-

lions away from casinos in Vegas and 
other exotic locales, all using black-
jack and simple math.

Dukach’s tale is possibly the stuff 
of MIT students’ fantasies — laden 
with sex, enormous sums of money, 
alcohol, and high risk. And here 
he was, back on campus walking 
through the Infinite Corridor, ready 
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MIT Blackjack team member Semyon Dukach ’93 (right) talks about his experiences in the casinos dur-
ing the “Busting Vegas” lecture Wednesday night in 10-250. Author Ben Mezrich (left) added commen-
tary about his own meetings with former team members.

Anti-Gay Statements  
Written in Bathroom 
In Walker Memorial

By Kelley Rivoire
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Vice President for Federal Rela-
tions John C. Crowley will retire in 
late December or early January. The 
announcement of his retirement fol-
lows a string of recent departures by 
upper-level administrators as the end 
of President Hockfield’s first year 

nears — the period during which 
she asked all top administrators to 
remain at MIT. 

The MIT Washington Office 
was established in 1991 by Presi-
dent Emeritus Charles M. Vest’s in 
the first year of his presidency, and 
Crowley has served as its direc-
tor since. The Washington Office is 

MIT’s main link with Congress, fed-
eral government agencies, and other 
higher education associations and 
science groups in Washington. 

“I learned very early how deeply 
those in Washington recognize the 
contribution to the national welfare 

Crowley, Director of Wash. Office 
And Fed. Relations VP, to Retire

By Angeline Wang

Nestled between homes, business-
es, and biotech companies in Kend-
all Square, a red brick schoolhouse 

is holding 
its twenty-
first day — 
ever — of 

classes today.
A tall, greying woman in a busi-

ness suit with a walkie-talkie stands 
outside the glass front door and 
greets the students by name as they 

walk into the building, asking each 
individually how he or she is doing.

This woman is Paula Evans, head 
of the red brick schoolhouse, also 
known as the Community Charter 
School of Cambridge (CCSC).

Along with Emma Stellman, one 
of the assistant principals, and Rob-
ert Riordan, a curriculum advisor in 
Cambridge, Evans decided to start a 
small school where students could 

By Jessica Schirmer

MIT’s research-driven under-
graduates are moving up in the world 
with a 25 cent per hour raise. 

The pay hike brings the maxi-
mum term-time stipend from $1,200 
to $1,250, and raises the summer sti-
pend from $4,150 to $4,275.

The last increase was in 2001, 
when the rate jumped from $8 to 
$8.75 per hour.

The hourly wages are dictated 
by balancing “how much we can 
pay with how many students we can 
fund,” said Michael Bergren, as-
sistant dean of Academic Research 
Initiatives. This year’s budget for 
research funded through the UROP 
office, set at $1.4 million for the aca-
demic year, is the same as last. 

Melissa Martin-Greene, Under-
graduate Research Opportunity Pro-
gram coordinator, said the UROP of-

fice predicts its funding allocations 
using statistics from previous years. 
For example, 790 students applied 
for direct funding during the ’04–’05 
year, providing a baseline for the 
number of students the UROP of-
fice can expect to fund during the 
’05–’06 academic year.

Students funded directly through 
the UROP office, a subset compris-
ing 38 percent of UROP’s last year, 
are automatically affected by the 
elevated minimum wage. The wage 
set by the UROP office establishes 
the minimum wage for supervisor 
funded UROP’s as well.

While the deadline to apply for 
funding through the UROP office 
was early this month, supervisor-
funded research proposals as well 
as those carried out for credit or on 
a volunteer basis will be accepted 
through Nov. 3.

UROP Pay Up by 25¢ Per Hour

MIT Connects With New, 
Nearby Charter School
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The Budget Rent A Car that was previously located on Massachusetts Avenue near Random Hall 
recently relocated to a lot behind Simmons Hall.
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You Shall Not Care About the Weather
By Roberto Rondanelli
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

After weeks of caring too much about the tropical weather, people around 
the US can finally take a break. With no significant tropical storm activity 
in Atlantic basic and with an equally benign situation in the continental US, 
weather (or at least the evil part of it) will not be a major issue the upcoming 
weekend. An anticyclone centered near the coast of Maryland with a central 
pressure of 1018 mb will bring fair conditions over most part of Eastern Unit-
ed States. As the anticyclone moves towards the ocean during the weekend, 
advection of warm continental air will contribute to increase temperatures in 
New England. On Sunday temperatures will likely reach above 75°F, about 
10°F over the climatology for this time of the year. This warm pattern will 
continue even well into the next week.

Extended Forecast:

Today: Mostly clear. High 64°F (18°C).
Saturday: Clear. Low 50°F (10°C). High 70°F (21°C).
Sunday: Partly cloudy. Low 55°F (13°C). High 77°F (25°C).
Monday: Partly cloudly. Low 59°F (15°C). High 77°F (25°C).

Situation for Noon Eastern Daylight Time, Friday, September 30, 2005

By Sheryl Gay Stolberg  
and Elisabeth Bumiller
THE NEW YORK TIMES 

WASHINGTON 

Judge John G. Roberts Jr. became 
the 17th chief justice of the United 
States on Thursday, taking the oath 
of office during a brief but emotional 
White House ceremony just hours 
after the Senate, with its Democrats 
evenly divided, voted overwhelm-
ingly to confirm him.

Twenty-two Democrats — exact-
ly half the caucus — and the Senate’s 
lone independent joined with all 55 
Republicans in confirming Roberts, 
who, at 50, could shape American 
jurisprudence for decades. Senators 
are bracing for another bruising bat-
tle, with President Bush expected to 
name another Supreme Court nomi-
nee as early as Friday, although ad-
ministration officials signaled that an 
announcement was more likely next 
week.

The vote reflected deep angst 
and disarray among Democrats, who 
were under intense pressure from lib-
eral advocacy groups to oppose the 
nomination. At the end, there were 
a handful of surprises when stalwart 
liberal Democrats like Sens. Patty 

Murray of Washington, Ron Wyden 
of Oregon and Jay Rockefeller of 
West Virginia supported the nomi-
nee.

“The Senate has confirmed a man 
with an astute mind and a kind heart,” 
Bush said later, moments before Rob-
erts took the oath in the White House 
East Room, which was overflowing 
with a standing-room-only crowd of 
Cabinet members, senators, seven 
Supreme Court justices and mem-
bers of Roberts’ family, including his 
two young children.

It was a day laden with historic 
import at both ends of Pennsylvania 
Avenue — “a very meaningful event 
in the life of our nation,” in Bush’s 
words. Senators, who customar-
ily mill around the chamber during 
votes, arrived at 11:30 a.m. and took 
their seats behind their 19th-century 
mahogany desks, standing one by 
one to announce their decisions as 
the clerk called the roll.

The longest-serving Republican, 
Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska, presid-
ed. The longest-serving Democrat, 
87-year-old Sen. Robert Byrd of 
West Virginia, rose leaning on two 
canes and waved a frail finger in the 
air with a flourish, declaring, “Aye.” 

Roberts and many aides, joined by 
Bush, watched the proceedings on 
television.

The East Room swearing in oc-
curred almost 19 years to the day 
that the late Chief Justice William H. 
Rehnquist, for whom Roberts once 
clerked, took the oath of office in the 
very same room. Associate Justice 
John Paul Stevens, 85 and the only 
current member of the court who 
was also serving on it when Roberts 
was a clerk, administered the oath, 
swearing in a man 35 years his ju-
nior who was about to become his 
boss.

“What Daniel Webster termed, 
‘the miracle of our Constitution’ is 
not something that happens every 
generation,” the new chief justice 
said after reciting the oath. “But 
every generation in its turn must ac-
cept the responsibility of supporting 
and defending the Constitution, and 
bearing true faith and allegiance to 
it. That is the oath that I just took.”

Bush teared up momentarily dur-
ing the ceremony, but the occasion 
was not without slip-ups and humor. 
Roberts, in a rare case of misspeak-
ing, referred to the Capitol as “the 
home of the executive branch.”

By Jad Mouawad
THE NEW YORK TIMES 

Natural gas prices set a new re-
cord on Thursday, pointing to sharply 
higher heating bills for a majority of 
Americans this winter and soaring 
costs for makers of energy-intensive 
industrial products like plastics and 
chemicals.

Since the beginning of the sum-
mer, the price of natural gas has dou-
bled. But unlike crude oil or gasoline, 
whose recent price increases have 
been widely felt by most Americans, 
the price surge in natural gas — the 
most popular source for home heat-
ing across the colder regions of the 
country — has so far gone largely 
unnoticed.

That is about to change as colder 
weather sets in. After the hot summer 
pushed up natural gas consumption 
by electricity companies, the prospect 
of a harsher winter than last year on 

top of two devastating punches to the 
nation’s energy hub in the Gulf Coast 
has led to a significant tightening of 
natural gas supplies. And unlike pe-
troleum, which can be readily stored 
in bulk for long periods of time, there 
is no National Gas Reserve to turn to 
when shortages arise.

“It’s still under most people’s ra-
dar screen right now,” said Carl Neill, 
an analyst at Risk Management Inc., 
a natural gas consultant and broker-
age firm in Chicago. “The public has 
absolutely no idea how high prices 
are going to be this year. It’s going to 
be mind-boggling.”

According to recent estimates by 
the Department of Energy, Ameri-
cans are likely to pay roughly $400 
more for their natural gas this win-
ter than last year, with average bills 
jumping to $1,130. Many analysts, 
however, warn these figures might 
prove too low and are likely to get 

updated when the government issues 
its winter outlook next month.

While commercial stockpiles of 
natural gas are currently above a five-
year average, prices are now being 
driven by the uncertainties surround-
ing the impact of Hurricane Rita on 
energy installations in the Gulf of 
Mexico.

Natural gas prices for November 
delivery closed at $14.196 a thou-
sand cubic feet, a gain of 9.6 cents on 
the New York Mercantile Exchange. 
Crude oil rose 44 cents and closed at 
$66.79 a barrel.

Natural gas now costs more than 
three times its average of $4.70 be-
tween 2000 and 2005 and seven 
times the 1990s average price of $2 a 
thousand cubic feet.

President Bush, who called on 
Americans earlier this week to con-
serve gasoline by driving less, did not 
mention natural gas in his remarks.

House Votes for Changes  
In Endangered Species Act

By Felicity Barringer
THE NEW YORK TIMES  WASHINGTON 

By a vote of 229-193, the House of Representatives moved Thursday 
to undo some of the central provisions of the 32-year-old Endangered 
Species Act and to require that agencies enforcing the law reimburse 
property owners if the law’s impact reduces the value of their land.

Environmental groups expressed deep dismay at the measure, 
which, if enacted into law, would represent one of the most far-reach-
ing reversals of environmental policy in more than a decade. Leading 
Democrats in the House also charged that it created an unlimited finan-
cial entitlement for landowners.

But the prospects for Senate passage are cloudy at best. Even the 
bill’s sponsor, Rep. Richard Pombo of California, the chairman of the 
House Resources committee, said he did not expect quick action in 
the Senate.

The vote, which came after the defeat of a rival measure that re-
worked the law but required enforceable protections for animals and 
plants in danger of extinction, was the culmination of a 12-year leg-
islative mission by Pombo. The Bush administration gave its formal 
support to the measure a few hours before the vote.

U.S. to Ban Imports of Beluga 
Caviar to Protect Endangered Fish

By Felicity Barringer and Florence Fabricant
THE NEW YORK TIMES  WASHINGTON 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service announced Thursday that it 
would ban the import of caviar and other products from beluga stur-
geon in the Caspian Sea, after caviar-exporting countries in the region 
failed to provide details of their plans to conserve the fish.

The species is internationally recognized as threatened with extinc-
tion. Beluga caviar is still available from countries in the Black Sea 
region, but information from three nations there is under review.

The United States consumes 60 percent of the world exports of 
beluga caviar, a $200-an-ounce delicacy, the Rolls-Royce of caviars. 
Demand by the luxury food market for the black, cured roe has led to 
decades of overfishing, and stocks have dwindled sharply, particularly 
in the Caspian Sea, where the population of beluga sturgeon has de-
clined by 90 percent in the past 20 years.

An article in the September issue of Science magazine cited Mo-
hammad Pourkazemi, director of the International Sturgeon Research 
Institute in Iran, as saying that the most recent survey of the Caspian 
sturgeon population shows sturgeon stocks declined as much as 30 per-
cent in the last year alone.

N.Y. Times Reporter Freed From 
Detention After Agreeing to Testify

By David Johnston and Douglas Jehl
THE NEW YORK TIMES  WASHINGTON 

Judith Miller, the New York Times reporter who has been jailed since 
July 6 for refusing to testify in the CIA leak case, was released from a 
Virginia detention center on Thursday afternoon after she and her lawyers 
reached an agreement with a federal prosecutor to testify before a grand 
jury investigating the matter, the paper’s publisher and executive editor 
said.

Miller was freed after spending more than 12 weeks in jail, during 
which she refused to cooperate with the criminal inquiry. Her decision 
to testify came after she obtained what she described as a waiver offered 
“voluntarily and personally” by a source who said she was no longer 
bound by any pledge of confidentiality she made to him. She said the 
source had made clear that he genuinely wanted her to testify.

That source was I. Lewis Libby, Vice President Dick Cheney’s chief of 
staff, according to people who have been officially briefed on the case. 

After Confirmation, Roberts 
Is Sworn in As Chief Justice

As Winter Approaches, Natural 
Gas Prices Reach Record Highs
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By Leslie Eaton  
and Eric Lipton
THE NEW YORK TIMES 

WASHINGTON 

After Hurricane Katrina left hun-
dreds of thousands of people home-
less, the Federal Emergency Man-
agement Agency signed contracts 
for more than $2 billion in tempo-
rary housing, including more than 
125,000 trailers and mobile homes. 
But just 109 Louisiana families are 
living in those units.

A month after the disaster, the fed-
eral government’s temporary housing 
effort is stumbling.

The inspector general for the De-
partment of Homeland Security said 
Wednesday that FEMA is freezing 
many orders for trailers, although 
the agency disputes that. Members 
of Congress, complaining that a $236 
million deal to lease four ships to 
house evacuees was far too expen-
sive, are calling for an investigation. 
And a rival FEMA program to give 
victims cash to find their own hous-
ing has already drawn 332,000 ap-
plications.

Federal officials acknowledge 
that the housing program has moved 

slowly , especially in Louisiana. But 
they are blaming the state for the 
trouble.

“We as a federal government 
can’t come in and just place anything 
anywhere,” said James McIntyre, 
a FEMA spokesman. “This is not a 
takeover. We have to work within 
the limitations by state and local of-
ficials.”

Louisiana officials, though, have 
been working tirelessly to find spots 
for the trailers, said Kim Hunter 
Reed, director of policy and plan-
ning for Gov. Kathleen Babineaux 
Blanco.

Though the process is too cum-
bersome and should be streamlined, 
she said, “We are working as fast and 
as hard as we can to make this hap-
pen. We have thousands of people in 
shelters who are past ready to move.”

More than 45,000 people remain 
in shelters in Louisiana, according 
to the governor’s office, and about 
30,000 are in shelters in other states. 
For those who want to stay in Louisi-
ana, FEMA’s new cash and voucher 
programs are not a solution, Reed 
said, because there is no vacant hous-
ing.

Some housing experts say it 
would make sense for the govern-
ment to scrap plans for large-scale 
FEMAvilles, or even the smaller 500-
unit trailer parks that the agency says 
it now envisions.

“There are a lot of problems with 
trailers,” said Susan J. Popkin of the 
Urban Institute, a non-partisan think 
tank. “You’re concentrating people 
in the middle of nowhere, and once 
they’re there, its very hard for them 
to get out.”

Especially if displaced families 
get relocation help and other social 
services, she said, they would be bet-
ter off moving to places with existing 
schools, hospitals and other infra-
structure. “People’s basic needs go 
beyond a roof,” she said.

FEMA is leasing three ships from 
Carnival Cruise Lines and a fourth 
from Scotia Prince Lines; together, 
they can hold 8,116 people.

As of Wednesday, 3,726 people 
were on the ships when a census was 
taken, suggesting they may be less 
than half full. FEMA officials say 
that understates occupancy, because 
not all guests are on the ship at any 
given time. 

By Laurie Goodstein
THE NEW YORK TIMES 

Responding to reports that the 
Vatican may be close to releasing a di-
rective to exclude most gay candidates 
from entering the priesthood, leaders 
of Catholic men’s religious orders in 
the United States are planning to trav-
el to Rome to voice their objections in 
person.

The trip is one of the steps by 
leaders of Roman Catholic religious 
orders to try to reassure priests and 
seminarians who have been rattled by 
news of a possible Vatican ban on the 
ordination of gay men.

Word of the trip was contained in 
an internal letter sent on Monday to 
leaders of religious orders from the 
Conference of Major Superiors of 
Men, the major U.S. coordinating body 
for more than 250 leaders of Catholic 
religious orders, like the Franciscans, 
Dominicans and Jesuits.

The letter was provided to The New 
York Times by a member of a religious 
order who said he was pleased by the 
superiors’ actions.

In addition, at least two leaders of 
Jesuit provinces have written letters to 
their priests and seminarians reassur-

ing them that their sexual orientation 
is not an issue as long as they remain 
celibate and chaste.

“We’re not going to push anybody 
overboard,” said the Rev. John Whit-
ney, provincial of the Oregon province 
of Jesuits, which includes 254 men in 
five Northwestern states.

The Vatican has not even released 
a document on the issue, which has 
been under discussion for more than 
10 years. Several news outlets, includ-
ing The New York Times, cited Vatican 
officials last week as saying that it 
would probably be released soon, but 
no Vatican order is certain until it is 
formally promulgated.

But several religious superiors said 
Thursday that even the anticipation 
that the church could exclude men 
from the priesthood because of their 
sexual orientation had prompted an 
outpouring of fear and concern among 
priests, gays and heterosexuals alike.

The superiors said their goal was 
to communicate to their men that they 
understood the effect that such a direc-
tive could have, and to convey that to 
the Vatican in hopes they could affect 
the document’s contents.

“This is an anxious moment. It 

creates difficult issues for people,” 
said the Rev. Paul Lininger, executive 
director of the Conference of Major 
Superiors of Men, who signed the let-
ter to his colleagues and spoke after 
being contacted by telephone. “But 
we want to be able to say to our men 
that we will be able to talk to various 
types of parties, and when the time 
comes we will communicate back to 
you.”

He said the letter was supposed 
to remain private, “because we don’t 
want to inflame situations, but we 
needed to respond.”

That the leaders of religious orders 
would step forward is not entirely sur-
prising, said R. Scott Appleby, a histo-
rian of Catholicism at the University 
of Notre Dame.

“Historically the superiors of reli-
gious orders have been more indepen-
dent of the hierarchy,” he said. “They 
are relatively autonomous and respon-
sible for their own company of priests 
and brothers.”

In addition, Appleby said, “They 
have their own long traditions of 
priestly recruiting and formation, and 
they feel responsible toward and pro-
tective of those traditions.”

By Lawrence K. Altman
THE NEW YORK TIMES 

The SARS virus, which has killed 
774 people worldwide, has long been 
known to come from an animal. Now 
two scientific teams have independent-
ly identified the Chinese horseshoe bat 
as that animal and as a hiding place for 
the virus in nature.

The bats apparently are healthy 
carriers of SARS, which caused se-
vere economic losses, particularly 
in Asia, as it spread to Canada and 
other countries. In Asia, many people 
eat bats or use bat feces in traditional 
medicine for asthma, kidney ailments 
and general malaise.

The Chinese horseshoe bat does 
not exist in the United States.

The finding is important in pre-
venting outbreaks of SARS and simi-
lar viruses carried by bats because it 
provides an opportunity for scientists 
to break the transmission chain.

One team from China, Australia 
and the United States reported its find-
ings Thursday in the online version 
of Science. The other team, from the 
University of Hong Kong, reported its 
findings on Tuesday in The Proceed-

ings of the National Academy of Sci-
ences.

“It’s pretty pleasant to see two 
teams that did not know each other 
reach similar findings,” Dr. Lin-Fa 
Wang, a virologist at the Australian 
Animal Health Laboratory, said in a 
telephone interview. After collecting 
hundreds of bats from the wild and 
from Chinese markets, each team re-
ported identifying different viruses 
from the coronavirus family that are 
very closely related to the SARS vi-
rus.

SARS, or sudden acute respiratory 
syndrome, first appeared in China in 
2002. It spread widely in early 2003 to 
infect at least 8,098 people in 26 coun-
tries, according to the World Health 
Organization. The disease died out 
later in 2003, and no cases have been 
reported since.

SARS now appears to join a num-
ber of other infectious agents that bats 
can transmit. Over the last decade, 
bats have been found as the source of 
two newly discovered human infec-
tions caused by the Nipah and Hendra 
viruses that can produce encephalitis 
and respiratory disease.

In the SARS outbreak, attention 
focused on the role of Himalayan palm 
civets in transmitting it after scientists 
identified the virus in this species and 
in a raccoon dog sold in markets in 
Guangdong.

But WHO officials and scientists 
elsewhere cautioned that these species 
were most likely only intermediaries 
in the transmission, largely because no 
widespread infection could be found 
in wild or farmed civets. So the teams 
assembled a variety of specialists, in-
cluding veterinarians, zoologists, vi-
rologists and ecologists.

Wang said his group focused on 
bats largely because of the team mem-
bers’ earlier pioneering work on the 
Hendra and Nipah viruses. One mem-
ber, Dr. Jonathan H. Epstein, a veteri-
nary epidemiologist at the Consortium 
for Conservation Medicine in Manhat-
tan, led the scientists in gathering bats 
from the wild and market places.

After obtaining fecal and blood 
samples, the scientists released the 
bats into the wild or returned them 
to the markets. The specimens were 
tested for a variety of viruses that in-
fect animals.

Review Leads to Upheaval in Spy 
Satellite Programs

By Douglas Jehl
THE NEW YORK TIMES  WASHINGTON 

A high-level review led by John D. Negroponte, the new intelligence 
chief, is stirring a major upheaval within the country’s spy satellite pro-
grams, beginning with an overhaul of a $15 billion program plagued by 
delays and cost overruns.

In a terse announcement last week, the National Reconnaissance Of-
fice, responsible for developing and launching the devices, said only that 
a Boeing Co. contract to provide the next generation of reconnaissance 
satellites, known as the Future Imagery Architecture, was being “restruc-
tured.”

But government officials and outside experts said Negroponte had 
ordered that Boeing stop work on a significant portion of the project, 
involving satellites with powerful electronic cameras, under a plan to shift 
the mission to Lockheed Martin, Boeing’s chief competitor.

Under Negroponte’s plan, the remainder of the program, involving 
satellites that use radar for surveillance, would remain with Boeing. But 
it is not at all clear whether the proposal goes far enough to answer con-
gressional demands for deep cuts in spending on reconnaissance satellite 
programs that cost taxpayers billions of dollars and whose value is being 
questioned by Democrats and Republicans alike.

Members of Congress are calling for major shifts in intelligence 
spending, by transferring spending from satellites to human spying ef-
forts. The review by Negroponte, who took over in April as the director of 
national intelligence, suggests some willingness to call for major changes 
in multibillion-dollar programs that had escaped critical scrutiny.

Ex-Analyst at Pentagon to Plead 
Guilty in Secrets Case

By Eric Lichtblau
THE NEW YORK TIMES  WASHINGTON 

Lawrence A. Franklin, the former Defense Department analyst 
charged in a far-ranging national security inquiry with passing classi-
fied military information to pro-Israel lobbyists, has agreed to a guilty 
plea, officials said Thursday.

Prosecutors declined to discuss the exact terms of the agreement. 
It is to be formalized in federal court in Alexandria, Va., next week, 
when, court officials say, Franklin is scheduled to enter his plea.

But the unexpected development suggests that Franklin has agreed 
to cooperate with prosecutors in exchange for possible leniency and 
may now become the star witness against the two remaining defen-
dants, Steven J. Rosen and Keith Weissman. Rosen and Weissman were 
dismissed last spring, amid the investigation, as senior officials of the 
American Israel Public Affairs Committee, or AIPAC.

“When you have one member of an alleged conspiracy pleading 
guilty, there’s always the distinct possibility that he will become a gov-
ernment witness,” said John N. Nassikas III, a lawyer for Weissman. 
“But we’re prepared for that.”

Before he emerged publicly last year as the central figure in the 
national security investigation, Franklin was, for a short time, cooper-
ating secretly with FBI agents in placing phone calls to other figures in 
the investigation in what amounted to a sting operation.

U.S. Officials Fear Chaos If Iraq 
Charter Is Not Passed

By Joel Brinkley and Thom Shanker
THE NEW YORK TIMES  WASHINGTON 

Senior U.S. officials say they are confident that Iraq’s draft constitu-
tion will be approved in the referendum to be held Oct. 15, even though 
Sunni Arabs in Iraq are mobilizing in large numbers to defeat it.

In testimony before Congress on Thursday, the senior U.S. military 
commander in Iraq, Gen. George W. Casey Jr. of the Army, said the 
most recent analysis of intelligence from across the country supported 
the Bush administration’s optimistic predictions that Iraqi voters will 
approve the charter. But if the constitution is defeated, several officials 
said they feared that Iraq would descend into anarchy.

Approval “is critically important,” a senior administration official 
said, “to maintain political momentum. That is the critical thing for 
holding this whole thing together.”

Private organizations in Iraq, many working with government fi-
nancing, say their own analyses, based on discussions with hundreds 
of Iraqis, polling data and other information, also led many of them to 
believe that the constitution would be approved.

Their calculations are complicated, because by law the constitution 
will fail if it is rejected by two-thirds of the voters in any three of Iraq’s 
18 provinces, even if a majority of voters nationwide approve it.
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Chinese Horseshoe Bat Found to Play 
Host to SARS Virus, Scientists Find
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OPINION
Letters To The Editor

A Message  
To Democrats

As thousands of Americans descend on 
Washington D.C. this weekend to protest the 
war in Iraq, thousands more in the Gulf Coast, 
including members of my own family, are 
growing more vocal in their broad criticism of 
the federal government.  Still, the Bush admin-
istration is in denial, believing that it can con-
tinue to ignore the mounting resentment and 
anger. The American public, however, is begin-
ning to recognize how deeply flawed Bush’s 
agenda is. 

The Democratic Party has begun, hesitant-
ly, to criticize Republican values and policies.  

More and more mainstream Democrats, both 
citizens and politicians, are saying that the war 
in Iraq was a mistake. Still, some Democratic 
Senators and members of Congress are flailing, 
uncertain whether the anti-war sentiment will 
continue to mount, uncertain how strongly to 
criticize a president who was so recently ad-
mired as an American hero.

Startling and exciting changes have oc-
curred on our campus (and according to some, 
others across the country) in the last few 
months. Students who so recently dismissed 
government as ineffective and meddling are 
suddenly calling for progressive change.  There 
is a distinct feeling in the air that something 
huge is about to happen.

Americans are craving strong leadership, 

and we must show them that Democrats can 
provide it.  We must seize this opportunity to 
stake out a strong position that defines our val-
ues for America.  The move-towards-the-center 
technique has been tried and has failed.  (Kerry 
was deemed a flip-flopper while ultra-conser-
vative Bush was “strong.”)  We must show that 
we, too, are a party of values and compassion.  
Liberals, don’t be afraid to know your position 
and stick with it; we are the majority now.

As the weekend’s events come to a close, 
I pray that Democrats will not half-heartedly 
distance themselves from the Left.  The Demo-
cratic Party must unite with the D.C. protes-
tors, with the survivors of Katrina and Rita, 
and against the war in Iraq.
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By Rosa Cao

Oliver Twist
Directed by Roman Polanski
Based on the novel by Charles Dickens
Screenplay by Ronald Harwood
Starring Ben Kingsley, Barney Clark, 
Jamie Foreman, Harry Eden
Rated PG-13
Opens Today 

P icture yourself walking across green 
fields into an English sunset; scraping 
your sleeve across a milestone, you 
see “London: 70 Miles.” So fares or-

phan Oliver Twist with tattered shoes and half 
a loaf of stale bread knotted in a cloth. Hav-
ing just run away from his latest position, he 
heads toward the excitement, hope, and danger 
of Victorian London, penniless as ever, but free 
for the first time in his life.

He almost starves on the seven-day hike — 
this is not the happy ending of a fairy tale, but 
its beginning. The real excitement starts upon 
his arrival in London, when, hungry and foot-
sore, he is adopted by the Artful Dodger (Harry 
Eden), a young pickpocket wise in the ways of 
underground London. The Artful Dodger pro-
cures him food with a practiced hand and takes 
him into the company of Fagin’s den of thieves. 

In knitting Dickens’ sometimes rambling 
tale of Oliver’s journey into a 130-minute mov-
ie, director Roman Polanski manages to retain 
its most memorable scenes and characters. All 
the famous lines are there: “I want some more,” 
says Oliver after a scant poorhouse meal, con-
vincing his guardians once and for all that he is 
a hardened criminal destined for the gallows.

For much of the movie, Oliver is a pawn, 
tossed from one set of callous arms and hard 
hands to the next. This is the movie’s only weak 
point; Oliver has so little opportunity to show 
character of his own that it’s hard to remember 

why we should care about him as 
anything more than an embodiment 
of pretty-faced innocence. And 
when he is adopted into the comfort 
of Mr. Brownlow’s home, one won-
ders whether Oliver is really “good” 
(in choosing virtue and honesty over 
a criminal life), or if he has simply 
been seduced by this unaccustomed 
material comfort and safety.

From the sepia-toned gray of 
the almost mythic poorhouse to the 
golden-green garden of Mr. Brown-
low’s suburban paradise Polanski 
recreates the London of the imagi-
nation in the rich darkness of Fagin 
and the boys in their rooftop lair in 
the slums. In a beautifully orches-
trated dance of “the game,” Oliver 
is shown how to pick pockets by 
the boys, while Fagin plays the un-
suspecting rich victim. A charming 
soundtrack appropriately highlights 
every stunt but is never heavy-hand-
ed.

While many of the minor charac-
ters are but caricatures of hypocrisy 
or small-minded selfishness, Polan-
ski gives them a gift of humor lack-
ing in the original; unlike Dickens, 
this movie never takes itself too seriously. De-
spite the poverty, injustice, and betrayal, there 
are plenty of hilarious moments. 

Barney Clark is appropriately charming as 
the young Oliver, full of trusting innocence, 
with a spark of fun and determination as well. 
When circumstances turn against him, as they 
so often do, Clark is almost as good as Frodo, 
though significantly less annoying, at look-
ing utterly victimized. Ben Kingsley plays a 
wonderfully hideous Fagin, who is kind in his 
greasy selfish way. (All references to Fagin’s 

ethnicity were expunged in this adaptation.) 
Jamie Foreman is convincingly evil as the 
cold-hearted murderer Bill Sykes, and Leanne 
Rowe inspires pity and admiration as the mar-
tyred Nancy Sykes. Edward Hardwicke is Mr. 
Brownlow, Oliver’s fallible would-be rescuer, 
who, despite ridiculous sandy whiskers and a 
middle-class naïveté, manages to bring Oliver 
safe and home at last.

Polanski intended this movie for children; 
he shares Dickens’ hope that “the little children 
be saved.” Perhaps because of this, Polanski 
protects us from the full darkness of his sub-

ject. He distances us from the most disturb-
ing scenes with melodramatic flourishes and 
touches only lightly on the harsh realities of 
Victorian England’s poor, despite Dickens’ ob-
session with that topic. And in that spirit, hope 
(for Oliver at least) is always peeking through 
the cracks, though his companions have ends 
appropriate to a cautionary tale.

Polanski recreates this classic tale with 
sympathy and tenderness born of a childhood 
not unlike Oliver’s own. For all but the most 
hardened realists, the resulting fairy tale jour-
ney is a delight.

By Nikhil Nadkarni 

Into the Blue
Starring Paul Walker, Jessica Alba, 
Josh Brolin, Ashley Scott
Directed by John Stockwell
Written by Matt Johnson
Studio Columbia Pictures
Rated PG-13
Opens Today

Y ou’ve probably seen the trailers for 
“Into the Blue,” Columbia Pictures’ 
newest release on TV. You’ve seen, 
then, a few shots of treasure hunters 

swimming around in the Caribbean, stum-
bling across some mystery. In that case, I think 
you’ve already seen enough of the film.

Hollywood frequently brings us thrillers 
that fail to weave action and story together into 
an entertaining film. It’s been a while, however, 
since I’ve seen a thriller with so little meaning 
in its story. 

From the start, it’s evident that a lot of the 
movie will be either unexplained or unneces-
sary. We start with Gerald (Paul Walker of “Fast 
and the Furious” fame) and his girlfriend Sam 
(Jessica Alba from “Fantastic Four” and “Dark 
Angel”) living the carefree life of Bahamian 
treasure hunters. They haven’t found anything 
yet, so I wonder how they pay the bills; but 
never mind, the movie doesn’t seem to care.

With their visiting friends Bryce (Scott 
Caan) and Amanda (Ashley Scott), they swim 
in shallow Bahamian waters looking for trea-
sure. On one of these lazy afternoons, Gerald, 
swimming down to retrieve his dropped watch, 
discovers an ancient French sailing vessel and, 
improbably enough, a drug runner’s sunken 
plane with 800 kilograms of cocaine still on 
board. Following an overly dramatic argument, 
the explorers choose to study the French ship 
and stay away from the cocaine. After explor-
ing the ship for a day — with many unabashed 
body shots of the swimsuit-clad actors and ac-
tresses — the four go to the local nightclub, 
where they get into a fight with a guy who, in-
cidentally, turns out to be the local drug king’s 
henchman.

I could say more about how the group be-
comes entangled with the drug runners and 
what they do about it, but I’ll stop — not be-
cause I’d ruin something for you, but rather 
because I might forget one of the many highly 

dramatized twists and turns that comprise the 
rest of this 110-minute movie. “Into the Blue” 
is scripted with as many twists as possible to 
build suspense and boggle the minds of the 
viewers, with each twist more dramatized than 
the last. This might help pique your interest for 
the first 30 minutes or so, but these surprise de-
velopments soon become cheesy and eventu-
ally foolish.

The characters are never really developed 
and, with the exception of Gerald, remain flat 
and stereotypical. Bryce, for example, is the 
slick New York lawyer who always has some-
thing slick to say; he displays no other emo-
tion. Furthermore, the interactions between the 
characters are written inconsistently, so it ap-
pears that the four undergo huge mood swings 
every 10 minutes. Sam jests with Amanda at 
one moment, but minutes later, argues with her 
so coarsely that it would seem they had hated 
each other for years. As experienced actors, 
Alba and Walker do the best they can given 
such writing, but they don’t salvage the char-
acter development.

You might be thinking that you don’t see an 

action-thriller movie for the tear-jerking acting 
or warm characters. You see it for the intense 
action sequences and the pure thrill, right? Not 
this movie. The action is sparse and the scenes 
featuring combat are not amazing. One car 
chase has great potential but ends anticlimacti-
cally after about 20 seconds. The only worth-
while action sequence is the final one. Other 
than that, you have a few cool scenes — like 
the fight breaking out in the club — and that’s 
about all the movie offers in the way of thrill.

To be fair, the movie does feature amazing 
shots of the Caribbean seascape. Some of the 
underwater camera work really makes you feel 
like you’re floating, rolling, and turning around 
underwater. Additionally, the humor that ac-
centuates the first third of the movie is hilari-
ous and clever.

But in the end, these few qualities don’t re-
deem a movie that is crammed full of cheesy 
drama and lacks quality action scenes. I was 
amazed at how little thought was evidently 
been put into structuring this movie. If you’re 
headed to the theater this weekend, don’t both-
er with this film.

By Nivair H. Gabriel
ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

Serenity
Directed by Joss Whedon
Written by Joss Whedon
Produced by Christopher Buchanan
Starring Nathan Fillion, Gina Torres, 
Alan Tudyk, Morena Baccarin
Universal Studios
Rated PG-13
Opens Today

F or the creator of “Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer,” “Angel,” and “Firefly,” the 
transition from season-long story arcs 
to a 119-minute film probably seemed 

a Herculean task. Joss Whedon, however, does 
not shy away from challenge, and “Serenity,” a 
film adaptation of “Firefly,” is both a fanatic-
pleasing romp and an action-packed introduc-
tion to a fabulous new world.

If you are a fan “Firefly,” which told the story 
of a spaceship crew 500 years in the future, be 
warned — you won’t see copious screen time 
for your favorite characters, unless your favor-
ite character is swaggering, ruthlessly attractive 
Captain Mal Reynolds (Nathan Fillion). Details 
of the universe become clear quickly as the plot 
progresses; while the delicacy of Whedon’s 
writing makes sure that the uninitiated will un-
derstand. Viewers catch only a glimpse of typi-
cal daily life on the humble spaceship Serenity 
and have to pick up the meaning of things like 
“reavers” and “shiny” for themselves. Thank-
fully, Whedon understands that this is an action 
movie with a message, not a television serial 
with hours of time to spend on character de-
scription and soliloquies.

Whedon, however, is also a master of realis-
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By Mirat Shah

M.I.A.
Paradise Rock Club, Boston
Sept. 23, 2005

T here is absolutely no doubt about it 
— Maya Arulpragasam, alias M.I.A., 
represents the face of music of the fu-
ture, as was readily apparent at her per-

formance last Friday at the Paradise Rock Club 
in Boston. The diversity — not just of her music, 
but also of her background and of her audience 
— was amazing. 

Understanding the origins of Arulpragasam’s 
music requires knowing about her traumatic past. 
Her father was a member of the Tamil Tigers, a 
militant rebel group opposing the government 
of Sri Lanka in an ongoing civil war. Because 
of her father’s role in the war, living in one place 
was so dangerous that her family moved around 

Sri Lanka and India for much of her childhood. 
Her family eventually fled, and Arulpragasam 
immigrated to England at age 11. 

The influences of these different places and 
people were rich fodder for Arulpragasam’s ar-
tistic soul. She first tried to synthesize them as 
an aspiring painter and graffiti artist; a book of 
her work titled M.I.A. was published. Her alias, 
M.I.A., is an outgrowth of this. She realized she 
liked expressing herself through singing much 
better and has stuck with making music ever 
since.

Just as M.I.A. combines disparate influences 
to make her music, she unites a disparate array 
of people who appreciate her music. Her show 
was attended by distinct populations of rap and 
hip-hop fans who liked her sound, indie rock 
snobs attracted to her uniqueness, scholarly 
types interested in her history, and immigrants 
who related to her experience. If not for M.I.A., 

these people would never be found in the same 
place or acknowledge that they enjoy the same 
type of music. Instead, everyone swayed, bopped, 
shouted, and danced unashamedly to the music.

Most impressive is the diversity of M.I.A.’s 
music. She combines rap lyrics, hip-hop sen-
sibility, African sounding backbeats, English 
samples, and Indian ditties to create a coherent, 
authentic sound. Her song “Sunshowers” opens 
with a bongo drum, leading into M.I.A. rapping 
in her sing-song voice; it also features a sample 
from a popular 70s English song as the chorus. 
This melody was especially impressive live be-
cause instead of sampling the 70s song, M.I.A.’s 
sidekick and back-up dancer sang the chorus in 
a beautiful soprano, wowing the crowd. When 
M.I.A. chants “To Congo/To Columbo/ Can’t 
stereotype my thing yo,” she is exactly right. 

While her music was impressive, her charis-
ma carried the night. The chanting, sing-along 

nature of her music is meant to be heard live 
with a participatory experience. M.I.A. did not 
disappoint. She regularly thrust her microphone 
into the crowd, laughed at the audience’s antics, 
made everyone yell with her, and seemed to be 
having the time of her life. By the end of the 
night, everyone loved not only her music, but 
also her. When M.I.A. explained, drawing on 
her immigrant experiences, why she licensed 
her song “Galang” to Honda, which would usu-
ally be cause for denigration in the music world, 
the audience (indie rock fans included) roared 
its approval. Her exceptional life experiences 
have made her a figure of wisdom and respect, 
allowing her simultaneously to be ghetto fabu-
lous and a role model, no easy feat.

M.I.A.’s sound is truly that of the future be-
cause she uses the uniqueness of her life and 
music to proclaim universal messages. She acts 
as an advocate, discussing the difficulty of the 

immigrant experience, approving of 
strong women, supporting personal in-
dependence, and giving voice to resis-
tance movements worldwide. In “Sun-
showers” she sings, “Like PLO, I don’t 
surrendo.” 

My only criticism of M.I.A.’s per-
formance was its brevity, with her ap-
pearance lasting barely 40 minutes; 
however, she is a new artist with a 
shallow pool of material. One can only 
hope she stays on the scene for years to 
come, entertaining and surprising us, 
and providing longer concerts for us to 
enjoy in the future.

CONCERT REVIEW

M.I.A. Brings Diversity to Paradise Rock
Sri Lankan Pop Artist Fills Sound and Lyrics With Immigrant Experiences
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tic character creation, and his eight main char-
acters have ample time to bring out their per-
sonalities. By the end of the movie, if you’ve 
paid attention, you will know everybody’s name 
and whom they want to sleep with (if anyone). 
Captain Mal’s crew, Zoe (Gina Torres), Wash 
(Alan Tudyk), Jayne (Adam Baldwin), and 
Kaylee (Jewel Staite) all perform as they did 
on the television show, and each has a fancy 
one-liner or two. Serenity runs as it should, 
with everyone a little too good at their jobs and 
not-quite-predictably evading danger.

The two who drive the plot, however, receive 
the most attention: siblings Simon Tam (Sean 
Maher) and River Tam (Summer Glau). Simon, 
a successful doctor, risked everything to rescue 
his psychic and exceptionally powerful sister 
from the Alliance, the galactic parliamentary 
coalition. Since River can feel terrible events 
happening all around the universe and has been 
partially trained (via electroshocks to her brain) 
as a military operative, she always portrays ei-
ther incredible clarity or complete confusion. 
The brother-sister dynamic is shakily presented, 
but it’s there: Whedon’s unique touch is the de-
piction of honest relationships without unrealis-
tic gender bias or Hollywood convention.

Mal’s struggle also flies in the face of what 
is normally accepted in this kind of story — 
he’s not sure whether he’s doing the right thing, 
and he’s not even sure he cares about doing the 
right thing. Heroes, Zoe remarks at one point, 

are often those who just get other people killed. 
Whedon has a hopeful message, though; Mal 
finds, as most people do, that he is driven by 
love to do what he feels is right. Life is often 
confusing, even in an action movie — but in 
a Joss action movie, you can leave knowing 
you’ve gotten a few pointers.

The villain in this movie is scary. If you last 
saw sweet-faced Chiwetel Ejiofor in a tame 
summer movie, you will not be expecting his 
chilling performance as the Operative, whose 
job is to destroy River Tam and her brother be-
fore they can disseminate information about 
the Alliance’s secret tasks. Those secrets mani-
fest themselves in a devastating and disturbing 
scene on a lost planet, where a transmission 
from the past appears to the Serenity crew, 
and they are forced to watch a holograph of a 
woman being eaten alive. While Joss’s previ-
ous projects have treated nightmares like tor-
ture and vampires with a bit of a wink, in “Se-
renity,” they are truly sobering.

Whedon doesn’t offer solutions to the nasti-
ness of the world, but he presents the lighter 
side of life and gives both comfort and thought-
provoking questions. And explosions — lots 
and lots of fiery explosions.

Don’t see “Serenity” for the costumes 
(though they’re gorgeous), the cinematogra-
phy (though it’s decent), or the special effects 
(though they’re both original and cool). See it 
because you’ll experience adventure, laughter, 
thoughtfulness, intelligence, and damn good 
storytelling.

★★★★: Excellent
★★★: Good
★★: Average
★: Poor

★★1/2 40-Year Old Virgin, The
Andy Stitzer (Steve Carell) is the consum-
mate dork who collects action figures, bikes 
to work, and stays far away from women. 
Without any friends, there’s no one to tell him 
what he’s missing. The generally artificial 
scenes and outrageously unbelievable charac-
ters are not noticed much because the movie 
makes you laugh so hard that you can barely 
put more popcorn in your mouth. (Yong-yi 
Zhu)

★★ A History of Violence
After killing two men in his diner out of self 
defense, Tom Stall (Viggo Mortensen) is 
forced to confront his past by the mob. There 
is a moment during the film when you wonder 
what it’s all about, not because it’s too deep, 
but because too many things are happening 
and nothing seems to come together. (Yong-
yi Zhu)

★1/2 Aristocrats, The
This film features Hollywood notables de-
livering and analyzing what co-creator Penn 
Jilette touts as “the dirtiest joke you will 
ever hear.” And with the rabid incest, besti-
ality, child rape, and bodily fluids (and sol-
ids), hopefully it is. The joke — too vulgar to 
repeat in any form here — isn’t even funny. 
(Kathy Lin)

★★ Broken Flowers
Bill Murray is Don Johnston, a modern-day 
Don Juan who one day discovers an unsigned 
letter in a pink envelope — one of his rela-
tionships 20 years ago apparently yielded a 
son. He embarks on a cross-country journey 
to visit four former girlfriends and hope-
fully find the anonymous mother. The lack 
of a convincing plot, and more importantly, a 
point, means that those two hours of your life 
are better spent elsewhere. (Kelley Rivoire)

★★★1/2 Brothers Grimm, The
The movie follows the adventures of the 
brothers Grimm, the fairy tale authors who 
go around French-occupied Germany at the 
end of the 18th century ridding villages of 
evil that their buddies are cooking up. But 
their adventures take a turn for the worse 
when the French government summons them 
to investigate what appears to be genuine 
witchcrafty evilness. Humor, adventure, and 
crazy violence ensue. (Bill Andrews)

★★★1/2 Constant Gardener, The
Though this may appear to be a film about the 
drug companies taking advantage of Africans, 
it is in fact a story about what a man will do 
for a woman he loves with every ounce of his 
strength. If you want a smart film that’s not 
only well done but is also pleasing to watch, 
this is a must. (Yong-yi Zhu)

★★★1/2 Corpse Bride
Tim Burton’s latest feature is a dark-hued 
romantic fantasy, which combines an uncon-
ventional story with subtle satire and unusual 

cinematographic techniques to deliver a truly 
delectable treat. Factor in the vocal talents 
of a remarkable cast and Danny Elfman’s 
sparkling music, and there you have a mas-
terpiece you won’t regret watching over and 
over again. (Bogdan Fedeles)

★★★★ March of the Penguins
Capturing a range of stunning images from 
the lighthearted, with penguins coasting along 
the ice on their bellies, to the majestic, with a 
seemingly infinite line of penguins marching 
to the sea and jagged walls of ice, this docu-
mentary surely pulls at the heartstrings of all 
who watch it. (Kelley Rivoire)

★★★1/2 Murderball
Murderball, the original name of quadriplegic 
rugby, was invented in Canada in 1979. The 
movie excels most when it relates the lives of 
its players to ours through familiar activities. 
Moreover, it gracefully portrays the impact of 
the sport on the journey quadriplegics travel, 
from coping with their condition to parent-
hood. (Kapil Amarnath)

★★ Must Love Dogs
John Cusack and Diane Lane, both recent-
ly divorced, predictably fall in love after a 
bumpy initial relationship, the result of med-
dling on the internet by pushy friends and 
family. My showing was attended primarily 
by groups of old ladies and slightly awkward, 
lonely-looking men, and unless you fall into 
one of those groups, I’d suggest skipping this 
one. (Kathy Lin)

★★★ Proof
Hollywood once again successfully brings 
together mathematical genius and mental ill-
ness. Katie (Gwyneth Paltrow) struggles with 
finding her place in the world and her own 
emergence as a mathematician. For the first 
time on the big screen is a woman whose ex-
periences highlight important challenges fac-
ing women in math and science today. (Kathy 
Lin)

★★1/2 Red Eye
It’s 2 a.m., your flight’s been delayed three 
times already, and you have a fear of flying 
to boot. And on top of that, the cute guy you 
were flirting with before boarding turns out 
to be a sadistic freak working for terrorists. If 
you can relate, then perhaps “Red Eye” is the 
right movie for you. Even though it is a thrill-
er, and not the traditional horror we’ve come 
to know and love from director Wes Craven, 
there are still many scares and suspenseful 
moments. (Bill Andrews)

★★1/2 Wedding Crashers
Owen Wilson and Vince Vaughn never seem 
to do their real jobs as divorce mediators; in-
stead they crash weddings on a regular basis 
(going to weddings uninvited, drinking free 
booze, and meeting, then sleeping with girls 
there). If you’re looking for a lighthearted 
summer comedy with some stupid humor and 
superfluous sex, then “Wedding Crashers” 
may be the perfect movie for you. (Yong-yi 
Zhu)

 Compiled by Kevin Der
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By Yao-Chung King
STAFF WRITER

The Hungry Beaver reviews area restaurants in 
search of hidden gems to expose to the student 
community every other week. It aims to uncover 
obscure restaurants that provide good food and 
service, appeal to a broad section of students, 
and are geographically and financially acces-
sible to students. Look to the Hungry Beaver 
to expand your dining options, and live by the 
Hungry Beaver Credo: “Eat well with good 
company. Live well with good company.”

Eastern Standard Kitchen
528 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02115
617-532-9100

A new red awning overhangs Common-
wealth Avenue, preventing the street’s 
construction from hiding another re-
cent Kenmore arrival: Eastern Standard 

Kitchen. Open since summer, ES is poised to 
swing the dining preferences of MIT students.

My first entrance to ES produced a silent 
“wow” as I scanned the vast room that is the 
restaurant’s main dining area. The high ceilings 
and chandeliers give the restaurant a grand feel, 
and the room is tastefully furnished with com-
fortable mahogany-colored padded booths. The 
entire room has a new-old feel to it, as if ES had 
just opened in your grandfather’s time. I was im-
pressed by the well-styled room and long oak bar 
and was eager to taste the menu.

The appetizers include basics: mussels, salt 
cod fritters, and fried calamari. The fried cala-
mari ($10) makes my top three list in the Boston/
Cambridge area (the West Side Lounge is tops). 
The calamari and cherry peppers are fried and 
served with an old bay aioli and is usually salted 
right to my tastes. The calamari portion is huge. 
It’s great to share among three people, though if 
you’re like me, you’ll want it to yourself. The salt 
cod fritters ($10) are served in a tiny wood crate, 
and while the presentation is interesting, the fla-
vor of the fritters is a surprisingly bland depar-
ture from what I’ve come to expect from fried 
foods. The same dash of kosher salt that’s applied 
to the calamari would do wonders for the cod.

If you’re feeling adventurous, Eastern Stan-
dard takes a risky step away from the norm with 
other items on the appetizer list: offal, foie gras, 
and roasted bone marrow. I don’t often see these 
items offered, and I was intrigued enough to 
eventually try them all. Offal ($9), composed 
of animal innards and extremities (the meats of-
ten made into sausage and scrapple), is served 
in pâté form with bread and mustard. It tastes 
surprisingly good if you don’t think about what 
you’re actually eating. 

The foie gras, ($14) goose liver pâté, is known 
for its velvety smoothness and richness. The taste 
of liver is unmistakable in this dish, so if you’re 
a fan, this is a great value (foie gras is typically 

expensive). Otherwise, keep looking. Finally, the 
roasted bone marrow, ($6) served with sea salt 
and spicy mustard is another one of those niche 
foods. For me, bone marrow is too oily or fatty to 
enjoy; I wouldn’t recommend starting with this 
heavy appetizer unless you’re curious. While I’m 
a big fan of venturing beyond the standard fare, 
Standard’s unstandard fare, mostly in the nature 
of the food itself rather than chef’s skill, didn’t 
appeal to my tastes. 

Eastern Standard offers a variety of entrees 
and daily specials ranging from $18–$27. Drop 
by on Saturday or Sunday, and you’ll have Beef 
Wellington ($27) and a Suckling Pig ($22) avail-
able to you. My top choice for the regularly of-
fered entrees is the pork chop ($20).The most 
flavorful item on the menu, it’s served with 
riesling braised cabbage and mustard sauce 
and is cooked to tenderness, remaining moist 
throughout. The roasted king salmon ($20) and 
grey sole ($22) are decent fish choices, while the 
bone-in rib eye was also ok. The lamb chop was 
moist throughout and seemingly cooked well but 
lacked proper seasoning.

For dessert (all $7), the choice is clear — un-
less you are freezing to death, order the house-
made sorbet, which captures the essence of the 
fruit from which it’s made. The sorbet is pleas-
antly light, and the precision of the flavor is im-
mediately obvious. This is the sorbet in Boston/
Cambridge to have and is a dessert standout rare 
to find anywhere.

If it’s too cold, any of the other four dessert 
are good choices: Boston Cream Pie, Chocolate 
Mousse, Berry Tart, and Crème Brûlée. They’re 
good choices for their price, but not a standout 
among others I’ve had.

In a nutshell: Eastern Standard’s impressive 
decor will add a classic twist to a date. To avoid 
sticking out, I’d recommend a collar for guys; 
most of the crowd is well dressed. The bar area is 
open until at least midnight, closing progressive-
ly later as the weekend approaches. The kitchen 
follows the same progression, closing at 11 p.m. 
and creeping to midnight later in the week.

This restaurant is crowded on the weekends, 
so I’d recommend calling two to three days in 
advance for a Friday or weekend date. On cool 
nights, sit outside, mix good conversation and a 
bottle of wine, and watch the Sox fans march to 
or from the game.

The restaurant, as its name suggests,  reliably 
brings a mostly standard menu at standard cost. 
Standouts are the calamari to start, the pork chop 
as an entrée, and definitely the sorbet for dessert. 
The decor itself is also a standout, and the com-
bination of setting and food make Eastern Stan-
dard a good option for a date.

Eastern Standard, by my measure, is ironical-
ly simply “standard.” Standard food at a standard 
price, with the added benefit of a unique setting 
and outstanding fruit-faithful sorbet make East-
ern Standard a break-even restaurant for dollar-
to-value. 

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Joss Whedon brings the cancelled television show “Firefly” to the big screen in 
“Serenity.”

Whedon Takes TV’s ‘Firefly’ 
To Big Screen in ‘Serenity’
Serenity, from Page 5

THE HUNGRY BEAVER

Setting a Standard
Kenmore’s Eastern Standard Kitchen Raises Bar With Seafood, Sorbet
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Quantitative Equity Analyst

MDT Advisers is a small, rapidly growing investment management firm located in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.  We are currently seeking a few very creative, detail-
oriented, and energetic individuals to join our investment team.  These
exceptional individuals will contribute to all aspects of our process including
software development, investment research, and portfolio management.

Dr. David Goldsmith, Chief Investment Officer of the firm, will be interviewing
candidates on campus on Tuesday, October 18.  Candidates should submit their
resume, cover letter, transcript, and SAT scores by October 4 through MIT
MonsterTRAK.

By Hiawatha Bray
THE BOSTON GLOBE

Nicholas Negroponte, cofounder 
of the Media Lab at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, show 
ed off a model of a $100 hand-crank 
laptop Wednesday that he designed 
as an educational device for children 
in remote areas.

But a cheap computer that does 
not rely on batteries or electricity 
could also serve as a life-saving com-
munications tool following a natural 
disaster. Just as New Orleans city 
officials used an Internet telephone 
system to call for aid during Hur-
ricane Katrina, emergency workers 
might come to rely on wind-up lap-
tops equipped with wireless Internet 
access.

“We have been asked directly 
about this,” said Negroponte, who 
will showed a model of the device 
yesterday at an MIT technology con-
ference. ‘’Remember that the mili-
tary used wind-up radios for years.”

While the idea may sound prom-
ising for post-disaster communica-
tions, it still has serious drawbacks. 
A wireless laptop, however inexpen-
sive, would be of no use unless it was 
within range of a functioning Internet 

base station. Such stations might well 
be destroyed in a hurricane, earth-
quake, or terrorist attack, rendering 
the laptop useless.

In any case, the plan is to pass 
them out by the millions to boost 
school performance in developing 
countries, and in Massachusetts. The 
concept has already been embraced 
by government officials in Brazil, 
Thailand, and Egypt. Massachusetts 
Governor Mitt Romney has jumped 
onto the bandwagon, with a plan to 
issue the laptops to the state’s school-
children.

Negroponte plans to have work-
ing prototypes of his machine by 
early next year, with mass production 
to begin by the final quarter of 2006. 
There are no plans to make the lap-
tops available to general consumers.

The idea was born in 1999, when 
Negroponte and his wife set up two 
schools in Cambodia and equipped 
all of the students with laptops. He 
was so impressed with the results that 
he now wants to create a laptop cheap 
enough to provide one to every poor 
child in the world.

“The computer provides the only 
way to give students a real foundation 
in 21st-century skills,” Negroponte 

said.
In January, Negroponte joined 

Media Lab colleagues Joe Jacobson 
and Seymour Papert to create One 
Laptop Per Child, a nonprofit orga-
nization to 
design and 
distribute the 
ultra-cheap 
computers . 
The group is 
working with 
c h i p m a k e r 
A d v a n c e d 
Micro Devices Inc. of Sunnyvale, 
Calif., and Jacobson’s own com-
pany, E Ink Corp. of Cambridge, 
which makes “electronic ink” display 
screens. These displays consume a 
fraction of the power used by today’s 
laptop screens, and could be made for 
as little as $30 each, far cheaper than 
current laptop screens.

The One Laptop Per Child com-
puter can also keep costs down by 
using flash memory chips in place of 
a mechanical hard drive, and a low-
powered processor to deliver enough 
performance for basic computing 
tasks and Internet access. The laptop 
will connect to the online world with 
a wireless connection. It will also 

include ‘’mesh networking” tech-
nology that lets each laptop commu-
nicate automatically with any other 
machine in range. If just one laptop 
has direct access to the Net, others 

can easily 
connect to it 
and share a 
single online 
connection. 
The entire 
package, al-
though it can 
be powered 

by standard electric current, runs on 
a plentiful power source — human 
muscles turning a crank mounted on 
the side of the computer.

“Our interest is really in Third 
World development,” Papert said. “I 
believe that it’s essential to solving 
the problems of poverty, violence, 
and environment, to have better edu-
cation.”

Papert said that Thailand’s prime 
minister, Thaksin Shinawatra, Bra-
zil’s president, Luis Inacio Lula da 
Silva, and Egypt’s ministry of edu-
cation have all expressed interest in 
the plan.

But Romney believes many Mas-
sachusetts students could also ben-

efit from the laptops. He said he 
was already considering a plan to 
buy laptops for each of the state’s 
middle and high school students at 
$500 apiece. But then Secretary of 
Administration and Finance Eric 
Kriss told him about MIT’s $100 
laptop plan. After meeting in July 
with Media Lab officials, Romney 
concluded that the lower price tag of 
their proposed computer could en-
able the state to roll out the program 
more quickly.

Last week, as part of an educa-
tion reform plan, Romney proposed 
to spend $54 million to buy one of 
Negroponte’s laptops for every stu-
dent. The first three grades would 
get computers during fiscal year 
2007, while students in the other 
three grades would get them the fol-
lowing year. The computers would 
be gifts, so that students could keep 
them after graduating.

Romney admitted that the case 
for student laptops remains incon-
clusive. But he added that “the evi-
dence so far is positive.”

For Negroponte, Massachusetts’ 
decision to adopt his laptops is a 
valuable endorsement of the One 
Laptop Per Child campaign.

Media Lab Puts New 100 Dollar Laptops on Display 
Lab Expects Many Orders for Cheap, Sturdy Computers From Governments of Developing Countries

“The computer provides the only way 
to give students a real foundation in 

21st-century skills.” 
—Nicholas Negroponte

This space donated by The Tech
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Course 4 
Students 
Design 

Emergency 
Homeless 
Shelters

Students showcase emergency homeless shelters for 
4.125, Architecture Studio: Building in Landscapes.

(Clockwise from above)
A passerby inspects a creation.
Ricardo S. Davila ’06 utilized a combination of styro-
foam and plastic to create a structure.
Aluminum “shingles” form a waterproof part of a struc-
ture created by Kavita C. Kothari ’07
Kothari mounted the shingles to plastic temporary 
fencing

Photography by Stephanie Lee.
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MIT International Development Forum Presents:

4th Annual
International

Development Fair
Friday, Sept 30, 1-3pm

Lobby 13

For Info and Registration visit: web.mit.edu/idf
Supported by:

The Technology and Culture Forum, The MIT Public Service Center,
The Edgerton Center, The Center for International Studies, The Graduate Student Council, Division of Student Life, Design that Matters,

MITtechLink, Bill(‘56) and Betsy Leitch, and Peter Fiekowsky(‘77)

Royal Bengal
Boston’s only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant

Open Daily Except Monday
11:30 am – 11:30 pm
Lunch Buffet $6.95
Reasonably Priced Dinners

313 Mass.Ave., Cambridge
(617) 491-1988

T: Red Line, Bus #1 – Central Square

Unique Bengali fish dishes include
Paabda maachher jhol, Rui maachher
kalia, Moehar gauto, Shorshe Ilish

Take-out, platters, and catering available.Delivery with minimum order.
10% Discount on $30 (or more) order with MIT ID.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash
& Travel Free STUDENT

TRAVEL
SERVICESwww.ststravel.com

CANCUN
ACAPULCO
JAMAICA
BAHAMAS
FLORIDA

STSTRAVEL.COM
Join America’s #1 Student Tour Operator

1-800-648-4849 / www.ststravel.com

Solution to Crossword
from page 9

receive more personal attention — 
conveniently located near major uni-
versities such as MIT and Harvard.

“We started [CCSC] because we 
wanted a small school with a strong 
atmosphere that could provide con-
nections to the adult world commu-
nity,” Evans said. 

The school is a hybrid of High 
Tech High, a charter school in San 
Diego with which Riordan is in-
volved, and Frances Parker Charter in 
Harvard, MA, according to Stellman. 
Six members of the faculty, as well 
as Stellman and Evans themselves, 
have visited the charter schools to 
see how they run and how the stu-
dents and faculty interact.

“From my perspective, I have 
always been interested in having 
a school that would combine the 
hands-on methodology of vocational 
education with rigorous academics,” 
Riordan said. “MIT is the foremost 
institution in the world doing that.”

MIT connects with charter
CCSC has forged a relationship 

with many MIT and Harvard pro-
grams, including iMath, SciPro, and 
the Harvard Cancer Awareness So-
ciety. There are also plans to work 
with local companies like Genzyme, 
Biogen, IDEC, and the YMCA. Ac-
cording to iMath coordinator Oliver 
Khamky ’08, in two weeks, about 
five MIT students will begin making 
weekly trips to CCSC to introduce 
the students to algebra using interac-
tive computer programs.

Two CCSC school board mem-
bers, Bakhtiar J. Mikhah of the Me-
dia Lab and Kim R. Beamon, associ-
ate dean of the Office for Minority 
Education, are affiliated with MIT. 

Bakhtiar has been raising aware-
ness about the school among his 
colleagues here at MIT. His plans 
include developing a course offered 
through the Media Lab that can in-
corporate technology and new re-
search into the CCSC curriculum.

“I am very pleased with how 
many people on campus are aware 
of the new school,” Mikhak said. “It 
is great fun for me and fun for the 
kids, too.”

Another program that has just 

begun is Homework Center which 
meets on Mondays, Tuesdays and 
Thursday after school for any inter-
ested students. CCSC is looking for 
student volunteers from MIT.

“We need serious help staffing 
the Homework Center after school,” 
Stellman said. “An hour from 3 
to 5:30 would be absolutely enor-
mous.”

Setting up the school
After almost three years of work 

in acquiring the charter, gaining sup-
port from the community, and set-
ting up the school, CCSC opened 
on Aug. 31 to 180 Cambridge and 
Boston-area students in grades seven 
through nine. The school received 
more than 440 applications for its 
180 slots, Evans said. Blind lotter-
ies were conducted through the end 
of August.

“It appears that we have a very 
diverse population of students that 
mirrors the diversity of [Cambridge’s 
main] high school,” Riordan said. 

The ultimate goal is to create a 
seventh through twelfth grade char-
ter high school with about 360 stu-
dents. A new seventh grade class will 
be added each year, along with new 
faculty. There are currently 15 teach-
ers and 10 administrators. 

Students take three classes: hu-
manities, math/science, and an elec-
tive. Seventh and eighth graders take 
classes together, and ninth graders 
have a separate curriculum.

CCSC had help getting started 
from local businesses, including 
Product Genesis, the company that 
previously occupied the building, 
and furniture companies that donat-
ed supplies.

Personalization for everyone
The school is based on three 

design principles: personalization, 
adult world connections, and the 
idea of a common intellectual mis-
sion.

Personalization is probably the 
most apparent of the three. “The idea 
of personalization is that somebody 
needs to know each kid,” Stellman 
said.

For a CCSC student, each day be-
gins with an Advisory. A small group 
of about 10 students along with a 
faculty member learn the “Word of 
the Day” and discuss their “Smart 
Goals,” which the faculty and ad-
ministration make sure they com-
plete. The Advisory on Mondays, in 
which students learn about commu-
nity building and create personalized 
learning plans, is especially long.

The faculty and administration 
have visited the homes of 90 percent 
of the students and make it a habit to 
call home just to check in.

“Some kids live in large houses 
on Brattle Street,” Stellman said, 
“but we’ve also been to all of the 
projects in Cambridge.”

Part of having a common intel-
lectual mission is to teach students 
how to collaborate to solve problems. 
“The teachers talk to each other, plan 
and work together, and the kids see 
that,” Stellman said.

As for adult world connections, 
each student will be required to com-
plete an internship for graduation, 
as well as interact with other outside 
groups.

MIT Students Assist 
New Charter School 
With Math Program
Charter School, from Page 1
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Did You Know That Recent 
Graduates Serve on the

MIT Corporation? 

Join members of CJAC (Corporation Joint 
 Advisory Committee) and the

Corporation Screening Committee for
the Nomination of Recent Graduates
for an informal dinner and discussion.

Thursday, October 6, 2005 
7:00 p.m. 

MIT Faculty Club, East Dining Room 

Space is limited.
RSVP by October 4th

to Nina Lombardi at 3-5615 
or nlombard@mit.edu

Prospective ‘06 graduates and all ’05,  
’04 graduates are eligible to be nominated

for election to the Corporation. 

ALL interested students are welcome
to attend this dinner. 

basement bathroom are difficult to 
handle, Bruni said, because of the in-
tellectual style they adopt. The sepa-
ration between free speech and hate 
speech is a fine line, he said.

Nadeau said the writing struck 
him because it was not “derivative 
and puerile,” but seemed to want to 
make an intellectual statement.

The graffiti has not been catego-
rized as hate speech, DiFava said, al-
though he said he felt these incidents 
differed from free speech because a 
person desiring an intellectual dis-
cussion would use more important 
venues than bathroom walls to pro-
mote his or her opinions.

The previous incidents in the 
Walker basement bathroom were 
documented with pictures of the writ-
ings and statements from people in or 
around the bathroom. 

Following Nadeau’s discovery 
of the most recent incident, pictures 
were taken of the writings and were 
added to documentation of similar in-
cidents. Anti-gay slogans in other lo-
cations around campus are in the pro-
cess of being documented right now, 
said Abigail Francis, project coordi-
nator of Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay, and 
Transgendered Services, Resources, 
and Outreach.

DiFava said that there is a zero 

tolerance policy for such writings, 
and they are removed as soon as pos-
sible after documentation.

Photographs, statements, and 
surveillance can be compiled into 
evidence, DiFava said, which can be 
brought to court. It would be up to 
the court to decide whether charges 
could be pressed. 

He said that there is such a thing 
as a graffiti fingerprint, where writ-
ings are compared by an expert, al-
lowing an offender to be linked to 
other incidents.

Responses to incidents planned
Francis said that according to 

MIT’s non-discrimination policy, 
everyone has the right to work and 
feel welcomed in their own space. 
The writings’ close proximity to 
the Rainbow Lounge, she said, may 
cause people to feel threatened in 
a space reserved to make them feel 
welcome. 

The MIT police have been help-
ful, she said, by increasing their pa-
trols of Walker. The writings have not 
appeared for a week, something she 
believes is because of the increased 
police presence.

Thomas E. Robinson, program co-
ordinator for Student Life Programs, 
said that last year he reported similar 
incidents to the campus police. At 
that time, a security system guarding 

against intruders was installed in the 
Rainbow Lounge. Robinson was an 
interim director of the LBGT office 
last year.

Francis said that a Hate Speech 
and Harassment Subcommittee of the 
LBGT Issues group will be formed to 
find an approach to hate crimes. This 
group will also be concerned with 
hate speech against race and gender.

Bruni said that the group should 
address what can be done in response 
to hate speech, both by the commu-
nity and by the police. The distinction 
between hate speech and free speech 
should be examined, and contacting 
more administrators about these inci-
dents should be a goal, he said. 

A diversity speakers bureau may 
be formed in response to these in-
cidents, Francis said. Because the 
incidents are not common, the focus 
should be kept on positive messages, 
she said.

The LBGT office now makes the 
LBGT “You are welcome here” stick-
ers available to students. Any defaced 
or damaged stickers should be re-
ported, Francis said, as part of a new 
effort to keep track of discriminatory 
behavior.

The writings are a “real act of 
cowardice,” DiFava said, but the good 
news is that the “community as a 
whole finds this very, very distasteful 
… and is being extremely vigilant.”

Graffiti Was Recorded for Use 
In Possible Future Prosecution
Vandalism, from Page 1

Want to know more about journalism at The Tech?

  Write to join@the-tech.mit.edu.

This space donated by The Tech
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How Can We Improve Disaster Response?

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly: Explaining Federal Responses to Katrina

Professor Kenneth A. Oye, Political Science and Engineering Systems

Recurring Problems With Disaster Response Systems

Professor Richard C. Larson, Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Systems

Resilient Enterprises

Professor Yossi Sheffi, Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Systems, 

Director of the Center for Transportation and Logistics

Moderated by Daniel E. Hastings, Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics and 

Engineering Systems, Director of the Engineering Systems Division

Kirsch Auditorium
Ray and Maria Stata Center

Friday, 
September 30, 2005
4:00pm - 6:00pm

MIT-wide Symposia

For information on other events: 
http://web.mit.edu/katrina/symposia/

The following incidents were reported to the MIT Police between 
Sept. 22 and Sept. 25. This summary does not include incidents such as 
suspicious activity, false alarms, general service calls, medical shut-
tles, or isolated incidents of theft.

Sept. 22: Bldg. 24 (60 Rear Vassar St.), Richard A. Wilson (9 Vir-
ginia St. Apt. 2) arrested for trespassing. E51 (70 Memorial Dr.), report 
of a parked car being hit in the vehicle lot. Bldg. 36 (50 Vassar St.), 
homeless person sleeping in ladies’ room; trespass warning issued.

Sept. 23: Z Center (100 Vassar St.), larceny of Medtronic defibril-
lator and pacemaker, value $25,000.

Sept. 25: Bldg. 10 (122 Memorial Dr.), banner on dome facing 
Killian court. Baker (362 Memorial Dr.), a piece of furniture thrown 
off roof. Kappa Sigma (407 Memorial Dr.), malicious destruction to 
motor vehicle; statements taken; incident under investigation.

—Compiled by Marjan Rafat and Tai DaCosta with assistance from 
other members of the MIT Crime Club.

Police Log

By Marcella Bombardieri
THE BOSTON GLOBE

The salaries of female professors 
at Boston University have fallen far-
ther behind those of their male col-
leagues in the last dozen years. The 
salary gap 
for male and 
female full 
professors at 
BU is now 
twice the na-
tional aver-
age for pri-
vate research 
universities, 
according to 
data released to BU professors by 
the faculty council Wednesday.

Female full professors are earn-
ing 84 percent as much as their male 
peers this year, compared with 88 
percent in 1992.

Among full professors, the high-
est faculty rank, the gender gap was 
$19,800 this year, with men making 
an average of $119,900, and women, 
$100,100. The difference between 
BU’s gender gap and those of other 

schools is 
more modest 
at the lower 
ranks.

The uni-
versity’s sal-
aries are also 
low, overall, 
c o m p a r e d 
with peer 
institutions. 

The average salary for full profes-
sors at New England universities is 
15 percent more than at BU.

The faculty council report was 

At BU, Gap Between 
Salaries for Female,  
Male Profs Widening

Salaries, Page 17

“What’s most troubling is the gender 
differences, which beg the question of 
whether we have a fair distribution of 

resources inside the institution.” 
—Robert A. Brown
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join@the-tech.mit.edu
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made by MIT and Lincoln Labora-
tory,” Crowley wrote in an e-mail. 
“The cumulative contributions made 
over the past half century have made 
MIT the gold standard in the art and 
practice of ‘getting it right.’”

Vest “put a Washington face on 
MIT and it opened doors to policy 
makers across government,” Crow-
ley wrote. “We did not rattle a tin 
cup, but instead asked how MIT 
might help. It was refreshing to 
many — and most welcome. MIT’s 
campus-based team of administra-
tors and faculty contributed to more 
effective policy formulation directly 
and through many leading national 
organizations and associations.” 

Crowley also cited Vest’s creation 
of the MIT Congressional Staff Sem-
inar on Science and Technology as “a 
significant contribution now emulat-
ed by others” that is “strengthening 
and deepening the science under-
standing of staff.”

“Jack has provided extraordinary 
service, not only to MIT but to all of 
the higher education community,” 
Hockfield said in her announce-
ment of his retirement, according to 
the MIT News Office. “His skillful 
and tireless work advancing national 
policies that promote education and 
research, to build strength in science, 
engineering and technology have 
benefited all of us. I am very grateful 
to him for having deferred his retire-
ment plans and continuing on in this 
important role during my first year in 
office.”

The Washington Office aims to 
help MIT influence federal policies 
in science, engineering research, 
and education and to facilitate con-
sultation between MIT faculty and 
the government on scientific policy 
issues. Legislative initiatives led by 
the Washington Office include home-
land security policies in the wake of 
September 11, such as restrictions 
for international students. 

“9-11 drew a bright line,” Crow-
ley wrote. “The last four years have 
seen a new agenda related to home-
land security that has engaged many 
on campus in issues related to visa 
policy, openness of universities, ex-
port controls and control of hazard-
ous substances and agents.” 

“Post- Iraq and Katrina, federal 
budgets seem poised to become even 
more constrained,” he wrote. “Mak-
ing the case for the future, for long-
term investment in an open enter-

prise of research and education and 
the need to remain the destination of 
choice for the world’s best minds are 
three issues that will merit continu-
ing close and intensive engagement 
with government and the rest of the 
university community.”

Hockfield, who travels to Wash-
ington at least once a month to ad-
vocate science research and educa-
tion, characterized the outlook for 
government funding for research 
and development as “nothing less 
than dismal” at last week’s faculty 
meeting. “While there is tremendous 
interest and understanding of the im-
portant role that research and fund-
ing of research plays in maintaining 
America’s innovation economy, there 
is not much optimism that things are 
going to get better any time soon,” 
she said at the meeting.

Vest said to the News Office, 
“I count among my greatest privi-
leges having worked closely with 
Jack Crowley, and having learned 
from him how to pursue worthy 
goals in Washington. He is without 
peer among university federal rela-
tions officers, and is revered by his 
colleagues across the country. He 
brought to his work with MIT on 
behalf of the federal-university part-
nership a strong set of fundamental 
values and understanding of faculty 
goals as well as a unique working 
knowledge of government process-
es.”

Crowley was vice president of the 
Association of American Universi-
ties before coming to MIT. 

“Completing 14 years with 
Chuck” tops his achievements in the 
position, Crowley wrote in an e-mail. 
“I didn’t know I had the stamina.”

GUEST SPEAKER
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 2006

The Commencement Committee invites suggestions 
for the guest speaker at MIT’s commencement exercises 
on Friday 9 June from all members of the community.
The commencement speaker should be one who will 

be able to address topics of relevance to MIT.

Suggestions may be submitted to Kimberley Wu –
President of the Class of 2006 (kim_wu@mit.edu), 

Emilie Slaby – President of the Graduate Student Council 
(slaby@mit.edu), Gayle Gallagher – Executive 

Officer for Commencement (gayle@mit.edu), and 
Eric Grimson – Chairman of the Commencement 

Committee (welg@csail.mit.edu).

Suggestions must be received by Friday 7 October.

Following a review, the Committee will submit a list to 
President Hockfield for consideration.  The list will not be 

made public.  The President has the responsibility and 
authority for selecting and inviting a guest speaker for the 

commencement exercises.

Solution to  
Bonus Crossword

from page 9

the first opportunity since 1993 
for BU professors to compare the 
salaries of men and women, and the 
administration’s decision to allow 
its distribution marked an important 
change in policy. Under John Silber 
and Jon Westling’s presidencies, 
Boston University departed from the 
practice of most other major schools 
by declining to report salary data to 
the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors, which compiles 
annual statistics.

But interim president Aram V. 
Chobanian decided to resume re-
porting to the AAUP, and the admin-
istration also provided the faculty 
council with data. BU’s new presi-
dent, Robert A. Brown, who has 
been in office only a month, said 
he would work to make BU salaries 
more competitive, but especially to 
redress the inequalities brought to 
light.

“We want to be an institution 
where all faculty believe they will be 
fairly compensated as close to mar-
ket conditions as the university can 
afford,” he said. “But what’s most 
troubling is the gender differences, 
which beg the question of whether 
we have a fair distribution of re-
sources inside the institution.”

BU professors have long known 
that they were paid less than their 
colleagues at similar institutions, 
and especially resented it because 
BU has a tradition of very high ex-
ecutive compensation. Silber and 
Westling were among the highest 
paid university presidents in Amer-
ica during their tenures, and with a 
salary of $650,000, Brown, too, is 
near the top.

Silber, an outspoken social con-
servative who led the university 
for most of three decades, did not 
publicly identify gender equality 
as an important priority in univer-
sity management. In a 1990 sex 
discrimination case that a professor 
successfully brought against BU, 
faculty members testified that Sil-
ber called the English department “a 
damn matriarchy.”

“There hasn’t been an open and 
clear discussion of our salaries” in 
previous BU administrations, said 
Roscoe Giles, chair of the faculty 
council, who 
added that 
the issue of 
gender eq-
uity in pay 
was “not a 
high priority 
to address in 
the past.”

Silber did 
not return a 
call Wednesday, and Westling said 
he could not comment on the report 
because he had not yet had a chance 
to read it.

The faculty council sent a 
35-page report to BU professors 
Wednesday; the Globe obtained a 
copy. It was based on comparisons 
of numbers provided by the univer-
sity and AAUP data.

The analysis slightly inflates BU 
salaries, because BU’s numbers rep-
resent raises given in January 2005, 
while the AAUP data represented 
salaries for the entire 2004–2005 
academic year. The analysis also did 
not examine benefits.

On average, professors at private 
doctoral universities in New Eng-
land earn 15 percent more than at 

BU at the full professor rank, 5 per-
cent more at the associate rank, and 
8 percent more at the assistant pro-
fessor rank, according to the report. 
The BU salaries averaged $116,400 
for full professors, $80,200 for as-
sociate professors, and $68,600 for 
assistant professors.

The average female salary at BU 
was 84 percent of male salaries for 
full professors, 94 percent for asso-
ciate professors, and 89 percent for 
assistant professors.

But the gap varied widely be-
tween BU’s different colleges. In 

the College 
of Arts and 
S c i e n c e s , 
women fared 
worse: their 
salaries were 
78 percent, 
92 percent, 
and 84 per-
cent of men’s 
at the three 

faculty ranks, respectively.
The data are not weighted to 

reflect how many years professors 
have been teaching, but the men 
and women within each rank are of 
roughly the same age, with roughly 
the same number of years of service 
at BU and in their particular rank. At 
the full professor rank, the men were 
only about two years older on aver-
age, and had spent about two more 
years at BU.

The gender gap between men and 
women at the associate rank is about 
7 percent both at BU and nationally. 
But BU’s 13 percent gender gap at 
the assistant level is higher than the 
11 percent nationally and the 7 per-
cent among private research univer-
sities in New England.

Drops in Gov’t Funds 
A Challenge for MIT
Crowley, from Page 1

BU President Brown Pledges More 
Funding for Professors’ Salaries
Salaries, from Page 14

“There hasn’t been an open 
and clear discussion of our 

salaries.” 
—Roscoe Giles

This space donated by The Tech
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Authentic Indian Food

Come and bring your friends to experience 
the wide variety of authentic North Indian 
Cuisine and relaxed atmosphere of India 
Quality Restaurant. Tandoori specialties and 
breads from Tandoor are also available. 
Luncheon specials vary from $4.95–$6.95 
(11:30am–3pm) and Daily Dinner Specials 
from $7.95–$11.95 (5pm–11pm). Special 
Breads $1.95–$3.95 (stuffed with spinach, 
potatoes, meat, garlic, onion, mint). Great 
selection of beer and wine.

Dine in or take out!

Many new Indian restaurants 
have opened in the 

Boston-Cambridge Area. In my 
opinion, the best of the lot is the 

India Quality Restaurant near 
Kenmore Sq. —Bon Appetite

10% off all 
Entrees with 
Student I.D.!

INDIA QUALITY RESTAURANT

The Boston Herald ��� 1999
“India Quality meals transport 

you to India.”

484 Commonwealth Ave., Boston
Near Kenmore T station in Kenmore Sq.

617-267-4499

Top Rated Indian Restaurant in the Boston Area
Zagat’s Survey 2002/03/04/05

Serving the Kenmore Square area for the past 20 years

http://www.indiaquality.com

Call SIPB with 
questions at x3-7788! Ask SIPB Drop by our office  

in W20-557!

Want to set up e-mail on your personal computer? 
Or figure out exactly where all those @mit.edu ad-
dresses go? In this column, part 2 of 4 of our introduc-
tory columns, we cover mail and mailing lists.

Mailing lists at MIT
There are two commonly used types of mailing lists 

at MIT, Moira lists and Mailman lists. Moira lists can 
be managed using Athena-based and Web interfaces 
and can be used to control access to AFS and other 
moira lists. Mailman lists can be managed using Web 
interfaces, have web-accessible archives, and support 
moderation and filtering

Moira
Moira lists, also known as Athena lists, function as 

mailing lists, serve to provide access to AFS directories, 
and can also manage other Moira lists. From Athena, an 
easy way to access Moira lists is using the mailmaint 
command. To run it, open a terminal window and type:

athena% mailmaint
For a non-menu driven interface, you can also use 

the blanche command. To add yourself to a list, use:
athena% blanche listname -a user-

name
To remove yourself from the list, type:
athena% blanche listname -d user-

name
Or to get the list of members on a list, type:
athena% blanche listname
From any non-Athena computer, you can add your-

self to lists, remove yourself from lists, and get list 
information, by getting MIT Certificates and opening 
your Web browser to http://web.mit.edu/moira/. Alter-
natively, you can download an SSH program, connect 
to Athena, and run mailmaint from there.

For more information on manipulating Moira lists, 
see the Nov. 22, 2002 Ask SIPB column at http://www.
mit.edu/~asksipb/2002columns/2002-11-22-mailing-
lists/.

Mailman
Mailman lists offer an alternative to Moira lists. 

Though they can’t be used to control access to AFS di-
rectories, or manage Moira lists, they do support mod-
eration and filtering. To add yourself to or remove your-
self from a Mailman list, you can visit http://mailman.
mit.edu/mailman/listinfo/listname (replacing listname 
with the name of the Mailman list).

If you’re not sure whether a list is a Mailman list, 
you can get the list of members. For example:

athena% blanche reuse
reuse@mailman.mit.edu
From this, you can tell that reuse@mailman.mit.edu 

is the only member of the list reuse, and that to sub-
scribe to this list, you should go to http://mailman.mit.
edu/mailman/listinfo/reuse.

Question: I signed up for a bunch of mailing lists at 
Activities Midway. Help!

Answer: If you’re getting too much e-mail, it’s easy 
to take yourself off of most mailing lists. For most Moi-
ra and Mailman lists, you can use the methods men-
tioned above to take yourself off the lists. (It can take up 
to four hours to stop receiving mail from Moira lists.) If 
for some reason, you get an error message when trying 
to take yourself off a list, you should try to contact the 
list owners. If the listname is example, then you should 
try to send mail to owner-example or example-request. 
Sending mail to a mailing list should generally never 
be done, as most of the people on a list won’t be able 
to remove you from the list. As a last resort, you might 
want to ask OLC, olc@mit.edu, if you’re having trouble 
removing yourself from a list.

Question: How do I read my mail on Athena?
Answer: Athena has many programs you can use 

to read mail. The simplest program to use is Evolu-
tion. You can start it by clicking the “Mail” icon in the 

GNOME panel, or typing
athena% evolution &
The other recommended and officially supported 

program to read mail on Athena is Pine. Unlike Evolu-
tion, Pine is a text-based program, so you can even run 
it on one of the dialups. You can start Pine by typing

athena% pine
When you start Pine for the first time, you will get 

a message asking whether you want to run Athena or 
SIPB Pine. We strongly recommend that you use Athe-
na Pine, as you are less prone to run into problems or 
unexpected behavior.

Question: How do I read mail from non-Athena ma-
chines?

MIT supports two mail protocols: IMAP over SSL, 
and Kerberized POP. On Windows and Macintosh ma-
chines, the mail program Eudora, which can be ob-
tained from http://web.mit.edu/software/, supports ei-
ther. With most other mail programs, such as Mozilla, 
Outlook Express, Apple Mail, and Pine, you can use 
IMAP over SSL.

To setup e-mail in any program that is not already 
configured to do so, you will need the following set-
tings:

Outgoing mail server: outgoing.mit.edu, SSL (port 
465 or 587) or TLS (port 587) if your software sup-
ports it

Incoming mail server: poXX.MIT.EDU (where XX 
is a number)

You can find your incoming mail server by typing:
athena% hesinfo $USER pobox
at the Athena prompt.
In general, we recommend that you use IMAP, as 

it stores your mail on the mail server, and allows you 
to read your mail anywhere. With POP, your mail is 
downloaded onto your computer and deleted from the 
server. You can find more about the difference in these 
protocols in our previous mail column at http://www.
mit.edu/~asksipb/2002columns/2002-11-08-email/.

Note that there are no user-accessible backups of 
your mail, so you may want to back up your mail from 
time to time. You can do so with the following:

athena% add outland; imapback di-
rectory-to-backup-to

Alternately, MIT has an IMAP Webmail service, 
which you can visit at http://webmail.mit.edu/.

Webmail is a lot slower than connecting to your mail 
server directly with one of the mail clients mentioned 
above and lacks many features available in other mail 
clients. While it is useful to use when you are not using 
Athena and not using your machine, we recommend 
that for daily use you use an IMAP mail client, such 
as Pine, Evolution, Mozilla, or one of the other clients 
mentioned above.

Question: Does MIT offer spam screening?
Answer: MIT uses SpamAssassin, a configurable 

mail filter that allows users to control junk (spam) mail 
they receive. If you are using an IMAP mail client, all 
messages marked as spam can be filtered into a separate 
folder automatically. If your account was created this 
year, it is automatically enabled; otherwise, simply cre-
ate a new folder in your INBOX named Spamscreen.

The filter is not perfect, so you should do at least 
a cursory check of your suspected spam before delet-
ing it; by default, spam more than three weeks old is 
automatically purged. For information on configuring 
SpamAssassin’s settings, or enabling spam filtering with 
non-IMAP mail clients, see the IS&T Spam Screening 
web page at http://web.mit.edu/is/help/nospam/.

To ask us a question, send e-mail to sipb@mit.edu. 
We’ll try to answer quickly, and we might address your 
question in our next column. You can also stop by our 
office in W20-557 or call us at x3-7788 if you need 
help. Copies of each column and pointers to additional 
information are posted on our Web site: http://www.mit.
edu/~asksipb/.

to explain how he did it. The person 
he originally told was none other 
than Ben Mezrich, a Harvard gradu-
ate who had already written “Bring-
ing Down the House.” That book, 
which remained on The New York 
Times Bestseller List for 59 weeks, 
revealed the story of another black-
jack team from MIT that made mil-
lions. The methods Dukach and his 
team of three other students used, 
though, were more advanced, in-
vented from within, and shared with 
fewer than a dozen people. Mezrich’s 
newest book, “Busting Vegas,” de-
scribes Dukach’s sensational tale 
with as much brilliance as his first 
Vegas novel.

And so Mezrich and Dukach 
lounged in maroon director-style 
canvas chairs, emblazoned with stars 
and their names, ready to talk to a 
lecture-hall audience of mostly MIT 
alumni, but also students. During the 
talk, Mezrich probed Dukach for in-
teresting anecdotes, many of which 
ended up in “Busting Vegas.” Du-
kach described the myriad of charac-
ters he invented to infiltrate various 
casinos; indeed the inside cover of 
the book is tiled with the images of 
countless fake IDs used to gain entry 
to high stakes tables.

When the floor was opened for 
questions, a member of the audience 
noted that the characters in “Bringing 
Down the House” were investigated 
by the IRS and asked Dukach about 
his financial actions, whether legal or 
illegal. Dukach said, “We set up cor-
porations and paid taxes.” Later, he 
revealed, “We made about five mil-
lion dollars in about two years.” He 

stored actual winnings on campus in 
an enormous iron safe, he said, that 
had been at MIT for decades. Du-
kach later moved the safe away from 
MIT and permanently installed it in 
his home.

Dukach also explained his dislike 
of casinos. He disapproves of the fa-
cade that casinos create by giving the 
impression that the casual card player 
will walk away a winner — actually, 
the blackjack player is mathemati-
cally disposed to be a loser even if his 
play is perfect. Casinos now employ 
even more elaborate tactics to keep 
people gambling as much as pos-
sible; they not only try to keep the 
gamblers drunk, they also use aroma-
therapy and other means to ensnare 
their victims, he said. “It’s like date 
rape,” Mezrich said, “They get you in 
there, and you don’t remember what 
happened.”

In “Busting Vegas,” Mezrich uses 
multiple points of view and jumps 
back and forth between the past and 
the present to create suspense and de-
lay tantalizing facts. The novel opens 
with Dukach and Cassius, another 
team member, flying a tired Cessna 
to Princeton from Atlantic City in the 
middle of a snowstorm. They crash 
land the plane, jump from the burn-
ing wreckage and then start to run 
back to the aircraft to retrieve their 
winnings of $350,000 in cash, stored 
in garbage bags during transit. Mez-
rich waits a while before he reveals 
what happens next, further captivat-
ing the reader with consistent profan-
ity and descriptions of scantily clad 
women.

One thing Mezrich also does 
throughout the book is stress the two 
personas of his characters — on the 

one hand, a nerdy MIT student, one 
of those geniuses on a plane of intel-
ligence above the rest of us at the In-
stitute; and on the other, a bold and 
slightly reckless gambler living a life-
style involving vice and debauchery. 
The story is so sensational, yet rooted 
enough in the reality of MIT, that the 
reader is inevitably sucked in. We fol-
low Dukach and his teammates, first 
around Cambridge and Boston, then 
to one casino after another, from Ve-
gas to Europe and Monte Carlo. 

Over the course of these adven-
tures, Mezrich explains each of the 
three techniques Dukach used to gain 
an edge over the house. Rather than 
using card counting, a long-known 
method for gaining a slight advan-
tage in blackjack, the techniques in-
volved tracking the whereabouts of a 
few particular cards. In one method, 
the player memorizes a sequence of 
cards in the discard rack; these cards 
are then re-circulated into the shoe, 
but shuffled in between other un-
known cards. With multiple players 

at the same table, these known cards, 
if tracked correctly, can then be di-
rected to create winning hands or to 
bust the dealer.

These skills require months or 
years of practice, says Dukach. Mez-
rich’s book makes it seem so easy to 
us, since we all have some under-
standing of probability distributions. 
Ultimately, the average MIT student 
might think himself smart enough to 
do what Dukach did, but it’s clear to 
me that this is just the result of delu-
sions of grandeur brought about by 
visions of endless cash and the attrac-
tive lure of high stakes gambling.

This view is brought about in 
part by Hollywood, with films like 
“Ocean’s Eleven,” in which gam-
bling is made to seem exotic and 
sexy. Incidentally, Mezrich’s “Bring-
ing Down the House” is now being 
turned into a feature film by Kevin 
Spacey, who will play the MIT pro-
fessor who trained the blackjack team 
described in that book. During the 
talk, Mezrich mentioned the stereo-

typical Hollywood casting process 
— though most of the actual black-
jack team was composed of Asian 
males, a studio executive involved 
in the casting process said that most 
of the film’s actors would be white, 
with perhaps an Asian female. Even 
as Asian actors are entering more 
mainstream films, such as “Better 
Luck Tomorrow” and the upcoming 
“Memoirs of a Geisha,” these stereo-
types still exist, Mezrich said. 

Ultimately, Dukach’s story is 
one in which math can be extremely 
profitable. Mezrich described his 
amazement when he witnessed Du-
kach employing these techniques in 
person. And even though most casi-
nos in Vegas and other places now 
recognize Dukach on the spot and 
throw him out, he still plays — stay-
ing at a South American hotel last 
week, Dukach casually played, mak-
ing a few thousand dollars. About 
his techniques, Dukach said, “It defi-
nitely wasn’t wrong. We were taking 
money away from casinos.”

Tales of Blackjack Success Captivate MIT Audience
Vegas, from Page 1
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By Yong-yi Zhu
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

A roundup of this week’s NFL 
play:

Game of the Week:  
Eagles at Chiefs

The Chiefs were anemic against 
the Broncos last week, while the Ea-
gles are without their best kicker. This 

is a long-
shot poten-
tial Super 
Bowl match 

up. If Chiefs RB Priest Holmes and 
Philly WR Terrell Owens play their 
best, there should be an offensive 
explosion. Both teams like to play 
physical. In the end, the Chiefs will 
just edge out the Eagles, probably 
via a missed Philly field goal.

Upset Special: Chargers at Patriots
The Patriots won a potential 

AFC title game match up last 
week; they play another this week. 
The Chargers unleashed fury last 
game, when RB LaDanian Tom-
linson was responsible for four of 
their six touchdowns. San Diego 
can stack up against New England 
— if it weren’t for a botched clock, 
the Steelers would have beaten the 
Pats. The Patriots are in the middle 
of their killer schedule, without a 
real break until their bye week. I 
smell an upset brewing.

The Rundown: 
Bills at Saints: No Takeo Spikes 

for the Bills means trouble in their 
pass defense. The Saints are finally 
home for the first time this season. 
This should be an emotional game 
where Saints QB Aaron Brooks 
and WR Joe Horn will step up and 
win big. The Bills are going to spi-
ral down to the bottom of the NFL 
again. 

Broncos at Jaguars: Even 
though Denver played well against 
the Chiefs last week, QB Jake Plum-
mer passed for only 152 yards. That 
number will decrease against the 
Jags, who have the second best pass-
ing defense in the league. However, 
Jags QB Byron Leftwich is hurting 
as well. The difference will be the 
Denver running game, which will 
take over in the second half and 
down the Jags.

Texans at Bengals: One side 
has an MVP candidate in Bengals 
QB Calson Palmer. The other has an 
MLF (most likely fired) candidate in 
Coach Dom Capers. Palmer already 
has eight passing touchdowns this 
season. He will add several more 
to that total against an ineffective 
Houston defense. The Bengals will 
win by at least two TD’s.

Seahawks at Redskins: This 
game will pit the running machine 
(Hawks) against the immovable wall 
(Skins). I think Hawks RB Shawn 

Alexander will have a better day than 
people might expect. This one looks 
to be an upset.

Vikings at Falcons: This is an-
other candidate for game of the 
week, especially now that Vikes QB 
Daunte Culpepper is playing well. 
Two mobile quarterbacks face off 
here for a lot of scrambling. But in 
the end, Falcons QB Mike Vick will 
be too much for the Viking defense 
to handle. Culpepper will have a 
worse game than last week.

Packers at Panthers: If you 
looked up the word “inconsistent” 
in the dictionary, you would find a 
picture of the 2005 Carolina Pan-
thers. Perhaps I’ve lost faith in 
Packers QB Brett Favre, but I just 
don’t see the Cheeseheads pulling 
this one out.

Colts at Titans: This battle be-
tween the two co-MVPs from two 
years ago means nothing now. The 
Titans are on the decline. The Colts 
continue to excel week in and week 
out. That the Colts didn’t score of-
ten against the Browns last week is 
a cause for concern, but Manning 
should have no trouble dismantling 
the middle-of-the-pack Titan de-
fense.

49ers at Cardinals: A battle of 
horrendous teams — the Niners are 
the more horrendous.

Jets at Ravens: The Jets’ new 
QB Vinny Testaverde against the 

Raven defense is a mistake. At least 
it’s not Brooks Bollinger. Ravens LB 
Ray Lewis and RB Jamal Lewis will 
both have field days.

Cowboys at Raiders: The Cow-
boys barely pulled out their last 
game against the Niners. Their sec-
ond game against a California team 
will be more successful. Cowboys 
RB Julius Jones can run. The Raid-
ers cannot.

Rams at Giants: Two mediocre 

teams, one mediocre game. There 
will be a lot of passing, but in the 
end, Peyton Jr. will prevail simply 
because of his poise and confidence 
in his team. The Giants will win by 
less than a field goal, though.

Lions at Buccaneers: Bucs RB 
Cadillac Williams for president, Li-
ons QB Joey Harrington for depor-
tation — that’s how far apart those 
two young players are. The Bucs will 
win easily.

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Friday, Sept. 30, 2005

Varsity Women’s Volleyball Tufts Tournament 
 6 p.m., Rockwell Cage
Saturday, Oct. 1, 2005

Varsity Rifle vs. Massachusetts Maritime Academy 
 8 a.m., MIT Pistol and Rifle Range

Varsity Sailing — Women’s Regis Bowl 
 9 a.m., Charles River

Varsity Women’s Soccer vs. Clark University 
 11 a.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

Varsity Men’s Soccer vs. Lasell College 
 1:30 p.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

Sunday, Oct. 2, 2005

Varsity Sailing — Women’s Regis Bowl 
 9 a.m., Charles River

Column

NFL Week 4: Expect the Chiefs to Beat the Eagles

Hey Seniors!

Want to keep up with the news 
at your soon-to-be alma mater?

Subscribe to The Tech!

E-mail circ@the-tech.mit.edu 
for rates and more information.
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By Paul Dill
TEAM COACH

The women’s varsity volleyball 
team won their own invitational 
tournament this past weekend as part 
of what has become a 10 match win-

ning streak. Along the 
way, the Engineers put 
together wins against 
some of the most high-
ly ranked teams in the 
region, which after-

wards earned MIT the number one 
New England regional ranking out 
of 73 teams.

During the second day of the 
MIT invitational, in an all-New 
England Women’s and Men’s Ath-
letic Conference (NEWMAC) 
championship bracket, the MIT 
women’s volleyball team emerged 
with the title after defeating Smith 
College in the semifi nals and the 
U.S. Coast Guard Academy in the 
fi nals. Coast Guard advanced to the 
championship match after posting 
a 30-20, 32-30, 30-24 victory over 
Springfi eld College.

Arlis A. Reynolds ’06 won Tour-
nament MVP honors while Caroline 
D. Jordan ’06 was selected to the 
All-Tournament Team. Reynolds 
also earned NEWMAC Player of the 
Week honors for her efforts during 
the 5-0 week.

The Engineers kicked off the 
weekend by cruising to a 30-10, 30-
21, 30-16 victory over Emmanuel 
College. Jordan led the way with 13 
kills, putting her in the MIT 1000 
Kill Club and becoming only the 
second player at MIT to tally both 
1000 kills and digs. She also posted a 
.667 hitting percentage (18 kills, one 
error, 18 attempts) as the Engineers 
hit .406 as a team.

Rose Zhong ’08 and Briana J. Ste-
phenson ’07 each posted nine kills, 
while Reynolds paced the defense 

with 13 digs. Carrie C. Buchanan 
’08 was Tech’s most prolifi c scorer, 
notching four aces on 22 attempts 
without an error. In two games, 
Amanda J. Morris ’08 contributed in 
every category, fi nishing with 26 as-
sists, four digs, two aces, a kill, and 
a block.

In the second match, MIT de-
feated last year’s regional champi-
ons, Williams College, 28-30, 30-23, 
30-23, 30-21. Austin Zimmerman 
’06 led a diverse offensive front, 
registering 49 assists. Jordan, along 
with Frances M. Rogoz ’08 and 
Stephenson, reached double-fi gures 
in kills. Jordan had a team-high 17 
while Rogoz and Stephenson added 
12 and 10, respectively. Alexandra 
Huston-Carico ’08 and Zhong each 
contributed nine kills. 

Reynolds again led MIT’s defense 
with a season-high 31 digs, which 
also set an Institute record for digs 
in a four-game match. Efforts by the 
Ephs to funnel their attack at MIT’s 
right side were countered by Zim-
merman’s 18 digs, while defensive 
specialists Buchanan and Lindsay 
E. Hunting ’09 each added 11. Ste-
phenson had one of her best block-
ing performances of the season with 
two solo and four assisted blocks. As 
a team, the Engineers continued to 
be dangerous from the service line, 
dropping 13 aces with only six errors 
for the match.

In semifi nal action, MIT escaped 
the opening frame against Smith, 
34-32, marred by sloppy play. Af-
ter settling down and regaining the 
rhythm that characterized their win 
over Williams, the Engineers cruised 
to 30-21 margins in the second and 
third games to clinch a spot in the 
fi nal. 

Reynolds continued to amass digs 
at a spectacular pace, fi nishing with 
18. Buchanan also reached double 

fi gures with 10, while she along with 
Reynolds combined for seven aces 
without a service error. Zimmerman 
dished out 38 assists, connecting 
most effi ciently with Stephenson, 
who totaled 10 kills. Rogoz paced 
Tech’s attack with 12 kills as Jordan 
recorded 10 of her own.

The Engineers closed their invi-
tational by sweeping Coast Guard, 
30-26, 30-22, 30-20. Jordan scored 
11 kills to lead MIT while Zhong tal-
lied nine. Rogoz served up six aces 
and added eight kills. The most com-
manding performance for MIT came 
from the backcourt, where Reynolds 
collected 26 digs, giving her 88 for 
the tournament in 13 games. She 
also handled the bulk of the serve re-
ceiving duties with 73 receptions and 
a .945 accuracy percentage.

On Tuesday night, the Engineers 
continued their winning streak as 
Stephenson celebrated her 20th 
birthday by leading MIT to a 30-8, 
30-21, 30-14 victory over NEW-
MAC foe Mount Holyoke College. 
She paced the Engineers’ attack 
with 11 kills on just 14 attempts. 
Morris dished out 33 assists as MIT 
hit .429 as a team, with Ellen E. 
Sojka ’08 adding six kills and Lucy 
L. Wang ’09 and Jordan each chip-
ping in fi ve. The Engineers equaled 
a season-high 19 aces for the match, 
as Reynolds, Sojka and Huston-
Carico each scored four times from 
the service line.

With the win, Tech improves to 
15-3 overall and 4-0 in conference 
action. In addition, head coach Paul 
Dill became the all-time winningest 
coach in the program’s history, 
bringing his 10-year career total to 
250. The previous mark of 249 wins 
was established by Karyn Altman, 
who directed the women’s volleyball 
squad from 1983–91. MIT next faces 
undefeated Bridgewater State Col-

lege and nationally-ranked No. 23 
Eastern University on the fi rst night 
of the Tufts University Invitational, 

which the Engineers will co-host in 
Rockwell Cage on Friday night at 6 
p.m. and 8 p.m.

MELANIE MILLER

(left to right) Alexandra N. Huston-Carico ’08, Ellen E. Sojka ’08, and 
Cheryl M. Kwinn ’09 await a serve during the MIT Women’s Volleyball 
team’s 30-8, 30-21, 30-14 victory over Mount Holyoke College.

Women’s Volleyball Tops Field at MIT Invitational 

www.mckinsey.com/usschools
Learn more.  Explore opportunities.
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I felt I could learn more and have greater
impact here than anywhere else. McKinsey is 
exceptional in the depth and breadth of oppor-
tunities it offers and in its tremendous emphasis
on helping people develop professionally and
personally. I believe  the skills, knowledge, and
network that McKinsey helps develop are useful
not just at McKinsey or even in business, but also
in government and nonprofit work.

I was impressed by the firm’s commitment to
developing its people through various mediums –
formal  training, targeted projects, and valuable
mentor relationships.      

Do you want your work to be meaningful?Do you want your work to be meaningful?
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Thursday, September 29, 2005

7:00 p.m.
Cambridge Marriott
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Friday, September 30, 2005

10:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Au Bon Pain

245 Main Street, Cambridge
RSVP to sarah_drinkwater@mckinsey.com




